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Executive Summary
i.

Regeneris and Sharp Business Insights were commissioned to develop an evidence base
and strategy to support the development of the Tech Sector across the South London
Partnership (SLP) area.
SLP is a strategic partnership covering five south London Borough’s: Croydon, Kingstonupon-Thames, Merton, Richmond-upon-Thames and Sutton. The partnership has set out
a shared aspiration to support sustainable growth in the South London economy, building
on existing sector strengths, excellent location and a high quality of life across the area
making it an attractive area to live and work.

ii.

This report sets out the full findings from the statistical review of the SLP Tech Sector, and
from the programme of business and partner consultation undertaken during summer
2017. The evidence base underpins the SLP Tech Sector Strategic Framework which
accompanies this report.

Why Tech?
iii.

The Tech Sector, which is often referred to as Digital Tech, is a significant and growing
component of the UK economy. It is also a critical source of national competitive advantage,
in

the

context

of

an

increasingly

Digital Tech – An Enabler

globalised digital marketplace.
iv.

The sector is rapidly evolving, reflecting
the extent to which it draws upon
technology, data and innovation, which
on a wider level is increasingly shaping
how modern society lives and does
business. To this extent, the Tech Sector
is often cited as one which is crosscutting and ‘enabling’, given its growing
influence across a wide spectrum of
economic activities and sectors.
Source: Regeneris
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v.

The Tech Sector incorporates a variety of sub-sectors, which are constantly changing as
digitisation becomes more prevalent. Currently, this includes economic activities such as
analysts, web developers, software architects, IT and telecommunications engineers and
data processing.

vi.

Within this study, we explore the impact of the Tech Sector across the South London
Partnership area and its individual constituent boroughs, to assess its scale, economic
importance and prospects for growth.

The SLP Tech Sector: Current Performance and Foundations for
Future Success
vii.

The Digital Tech Sector has a strong presence across the SLP area. The sector currently
provides nearly 17,000 jobs across around 6,500 businesses, contributes around £1.7bn per
annum to the local economy, and accounts for around 10% of all business activity.
Evidence of Recent Sector Growth…

viii.

In business terms, the sector has experienced strong growth: over the past five years, the
number of digital technology businesses has increased by around 2,000, representing
growth of nearly 50%.

ix.

Despite growth in the business base, in statistical terms employment in the sector has been
relatively stable over the past five years. While the reason for this is not clear within the
data, it is possible that this reflects the loss of a small number of large employers, and the
fact that much of the growth has been via start-ups and micro-businesses. It should also
be noted that latest employment data is for 2015, which means that anecdotal evidence of
strong growth over the past two years is not accounted for.
Clusters of Sector Activity Across the Sub Region….

x.

Activity in the Digital Tech sector is spread across the SLP area: each of the five Borough’s
has a strong level of activity and has experienced business growth in recent years. In
absolute terms, however, Croydon and Richmond account for the largest amounts of digital
tech activity, both accommodating more than 4,000 jobs and 1,500 businesses.

xi.

While the Digital Tech encompasses a broad range of sub-sectors, activity in the SLP area
is focused around digital consulting and telecommunications activities. The former of these
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sub-sectors accounts for around 4,700 businesses, over two thirds of all SLP Digital Tech
activity.
xii.

Digital technology also plays an important role as an ‘enabling’ sector across the wider
economy. The sector interfaces and cuts across a number of other economic sectors; in the
SLP area, the Business and Professional Services and Life Sciences sectors are particularly
important in this regard.
A Strong Foundation of Sector and Knowledge Assets…

xiii.

The SLP area benefits from a number of impressive sector assets and networks – such as
the Croydon TMRW Hub, Croydon Tech City, the Sussex Innovation Centre, and
Wimbletech. Consultation has provided a sense of on-the-ground momentum focused
around these hubs and networks.

xiv.

The area also benefits from strong supporting ‘knowledge’ infrastructure, including access
to a large well-skilled labour market, the presence of significant FE and HE education assets,
evidence of an ‘entrepreneurial culture’ among the resident population, strong connectivity
and a high quality of life.

xv.

Despite these strong foundations, a number of challenges are also faced, not least in terms
of the supply of employment space with pressure from residential uses impacting
significantly on costs. Access to suitable skills, needed for a dynamic and growing business
base, continues to be a challenge too, with a mismatch between the skillsets of the local
labour market versus employer requirements.

xvi.

Headlines findings from the statistical analysis and mapping of assets are provided in the
infographic overleaf.
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South London Partnership Digital Tech Sector: Headline Analysis

Source: Regeneris Consulting 2017
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Future Growth Opportunities
xvii.

Digital technologies are a key enabler of growth, with huge scope to impact on all sectors
of the SLP economy.

xviii.

Looking ahead, the components of a digital society will be broad. Aside from direct and
core economic sectors and activities, technology will inform the development of smarter
cities and high streets, smarter public services, smarter health, smarter jobs and smarter
homes.

xix.

While the UK is already on its way to becoming a digitised society, there are key areas which
will need to be addressed to truly maximise the gains to be made from technology
advancement. Particularly important will be basic (and more advanced) digital skills within
the labour market, and the ability of both the public and the private sector to provide the
hard and soft infrastructure required to enable tech-led growth.

xx.

Across the SLP area there are strong ambitions for growth, regeneration and investment
over the next decade. Investing in, and exploiting digital technologies will play an important
role to help the SLP area remain competitive and achieve its growth potential, and to
maximise the benefits of this for local businesses and residents.

SLP Tech Sector: Perspectives from the Ground
xxi.

To support the statistical research and mapping of assets, a detailed programme of
consultation has been undertaken with tech businesses and partners across in each of the
five SLP Borough, alongside consultation with wider strategic partners.

xxii.

The research has confirmed a genuine sense of momentum in the South London Digital
Tech sector, with growth focused around the numerous tech hubs, networks and clusters
of activity such as TMRW Hub, Wimbletech, Croydon Tech City and the South West London
Tech Cluster. There is a real sense that the sector is starting to gain traction and prominence
at the regional level, and that there is significant scope for growth looking forward. This
momentum has been largely grassroots-driven, with peer networks, commercial
relationships and trading patterns reflective of the organic nature of the sector’s growth.

xxiii.

However, despite positive momentum and sentiment, the qualitative research has also
highlighted a series of challenges and issues that are acting as barriers to the potential
growth of the sector. These include:
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xxiv.

•

Access to modern, flexible and affordable workspace

•

Access to a labour market offers the skills that match business need

•

Expanding the reach of formal and informal tech-based networks

•

Extending next generation digital infrastructure to all businesses and residents

•

Developing a concise a recognisable South London tech ‘brand’

•

Sub-regional transport issues hinder SLP’s east-west connectivity

•

High housing costs and the area’s perceived lack of appeal to young people

•

Insufficient access to business support to support enterprise expansion

Looking ahead, a combination of opportunities, challenges and latent potential suggest a
clear rationale for SLP and its constituent Boroughs to take action to support the
development of the sector. The process of consultation has highlighted a number of ‘must
get right’ issues which should shape future public-sector intervention:
•

Ensuring public sector interventions are targeted and don’t disrupt or hinder the
organic nature of existing business-driven and grass roots initiatives.

•

Ensuring that interventions build upon the capacity and expertise of businesses. This
should truly reflect on-the-ground sentiment and business experiences, which offer
a richness of picture and expose the most pressing issues.

•

The need for intervention to be focused and targeted: investing in a limited number
of high value-added activities, that will have maximum impact in the context of
scarce public-sector resources.

Taking the Evidence Forward: The South London Tech Sector
Framework for Growth
xxv.

The evidence collated within this report has been used to develop the South London Tech
Sector Framework for Growth, which accompanies this report.

xxvi.

The Framework builds on the evidence regarding the current characteristics and trajectory
of the sector, and the sentiments of local businesses and stakeholders, to set out a series
of overarching aspirations for the future growth and evolution of the sector in South
London, and the activities that can be delivered in support of these.
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1. Report Purpose
1.1

Regeneris and Sharp Business Insights were commissioned to develop an evidence base
and strategy to support the development of the Tech Sector across the South London
Partnership (SLP) area.

1.2

The study aims to:
1)

Establish an understanding of the current characteristics and performance of the
sector across the SLP area;

1.3

2)

Examine the potential for future growth in the sector; and,

3)

Provide advice on the actions and interventions needed to support growth.

This report sits alongside the “South London Tech Sector: Framework for Growth” and
provides the full evidence base regarding the current shape of the sector and future
opportunities for growth.

1.4

The report provides:
•

An introduction to the Tech Sector, including its scope and importance nationally –

see Chapter 2;
•

An overview of the current size of the SLP Tech Sector, and mapping of variations in
local performance – see Chapter 3;

•

Analysis of tech sub-sectors and specialisms within the SLP area – see Chapter 4;

•

A review of the knowledge networks and infrastructure supporting the SLP Tech
Sector – see Chapter 5;

•

A review of how the sector might be expected to evolve in the future – see Chapter

6, and;
•

Perspectives on the performance of the SLP Tech Sector ‘from the ground’ – see

Chapter 7.
1.5

The report draws on detailed analysis of socio-economic datasets, alongside consultation
with local businesses, partners and wider stakeholders involved in the SLP Tech Sector.
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The South London Partnership Area:
A Vibrant Economy and Strong Aspirations for Growth
The SLP is a strategic partnership covering five south London Boroughs: Croydon,
Kingston-upon-Thames, Merton, Richmond-upon-Thames and Sutton.
The SLP area is home to a significant economy worth £28 billion in GVA per year. The subregion benefits from an excellent strategic location and linkages: it is centrally located
between London, and the Coast to
Capital and Enterprise M3 Growth
Corridors, and benefits from close
proximity to Heathrow and Gatwick
airports, as well as the strategic road
and rail network.
In December 2016, SLP Leaders
agreed

a

sub-regional

Growth

Proposition1. This set out a shared
aspiration to support sustainable
growth

in

the

South

London

economy, building on sector strengths, excellent location and a high quality of life across
the area making it an attractive area to live and work.
The proposition identifies five priorities for collective action:
•

supporting strategic sectors – including tech, life sciences and sports sciences

•

strengthening skills to support growth

•

securing the transport and other infrastructure needed to unlock growth

•

establishing new ways of working with business and other partners, with the goal
of creating a sub-regional LEP

•

securing the supply of both employment space and affordable housing.

This proposition provides a strong basis for the five boroughs to work collaboratively to
shape and drive economic growth across the SLP area in the coming years.

1

South

London

Partnership

Growth

Prospectus,

2016,

http://www.southlondonpartnership.co.uk/assets/documents/slp-growth-proposition-2

2
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2. Introducing the Tech Sector
What is The Tech Sector?
2.1

The Tech Sector, which is often referred to as Digital Tech, is a significant and growing
component of the UK economy. It is also a critical source of national competitive advantage,
in the context of an increasingly globalised digital marketplace.

2.2

The sector is rapidly evolving, reflecting the extent to which it draws upon technology, data
and innovation, which on a wider level is increasingly shaping how modern society
functions and does business. To this extent, the Tech Sector is often cited as one which is
cross-cutting, given its growing influence across a wide spectrum of economic activities.

2.3

The Tech Sector incorporates a variety of sub-sectors, which are constantly changing as
digitisation becomes more prevalent. Currently, this includes economic activities such as
analysts, web developers, software architects, IT and telecommunications engineers and
data processing. When considering wider Tech Sector definitions, the breadth of activity
expands considerably, as we explain later in this section.

2.4

Within this study, we explore the impact of the Tech Sector across the SLP area and its
individual constituent boroughs, to assess its scale, economic importance and prospects
for growth.

Why is it important?
1.1

The Tech Sector is of vital importance to the UK economy. Its contribution to wealth and
productivity, wider sector impact and exponential growth are all important considerations
in the context of this study.

National Policy Significance
2.5

The Tech Sector is positioned strongly within national policy, making a clear case for public
sector intervention to support digital enterprise. This is founded upon the sector’s excellent
potential for future growth, job creation, productivity gains and competitive advantages.

2.6

Strategies which position the Tech Sector as a central component of economic growth and
the increased labour market productivity include:
•

The emerging UK Industrial Strategy (Green Paper)
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•
2.7

The UK’s recently-published Digital Strategy

Both documents coalesce, acknowledging the importance of the sector to the UK economy,
the need for enterprise to embrace digitisation, accelerating commercial benefits to
business; developing digital skills; and investing in the technologies that are likely to yield
the most significant competitive advantages. They also acknowledge the rapid evolution of
the sector and the difficulty in fully mapping its influence on wider industrial activities.
Economic Value of Digital Tech

2.8

Research helps to position the value and growth potential of the Digital Tech Sector, in
stark terms. The Tech Nation report, produced annually by Tech City, offers insight into
Digital Tech and continues to be integral to shaping and influencing Government policy.

2.9

The 2017 Tech Nation report, captures

Digital Tech Economic Value

valuable sector intelligence as part of the
UK’s largest community-driven research
exercise, focusing on Digital Tech. Figure 1.2
outlines some of the key findings in terms of
economic

impact

and

the

sector’s

contribution to national prosperity.
2.10

Tech Nation also captures other measures of
Digital Tech Sector value, particularly in
terms of its productivity contribution and the
vibrancy of the investment ecosystem2:
•

The average Digital Tech salary is
£51,000; 44% higher than the overall
UK figure.

•

In GVA terms; the productive output
of a Digital Tech worker is £103,000,
which is over twice that of non-Digital
Tech workers.

•

UK tech investment totalled £6.8 billion in 2016, more than twice the level of any
other European country.

2

Source: Tech Nation, 2017

Tech Nation, 2017
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•

The UK is Europe’s Digital Tech skills hub, being home to 8 of Europe’s top 20
universities.

2.11

When considering the sector’s growth prospects and trajectory, recent performance paints
a very encouraging picture2:
•

From 2014-15, the sector created an additional 81,000 jobs.

•

Digital Tech turnover has increased by 22% from 2011-15, representing a jump of
over £30 billion.

•

Digital Tech economic contribution has increased by 30% over the same 2011-15
period, now valued at £97 billion.

•

The Digital Tech economy is growing 50% faster than the wider UK economy.

Digital Tech in a London Context
2.12

London is the heart of the UK’s Digital Tech sector, with a turnover of £56 billion3. It has a
world-leading ecosystem, supporting business start-up and growth, with unparalleled
access to skills, innovation, finance and technology. In tandem with major Digital Tech
employers calling the capital home and a thriving entrepreneurial culture, London boasts:
•

£13.8 billion of tech investment over 2012-16; nearly 4 times greater than its nearest
competitor (Paris)

•

twice as many Github users as Paris or Berlin

•

an extremely vibrant interpersonal networking environment, with nearly 3 times
more Meetups taking place when compared to other European cities.

2.13

London’s position as a global digital hub is underpinned by a supportive policy framework,
informed by strategies at a London-wide and London Borough level. The Mayor of London
is currently driving forward a sector focus agenda, to enhance the city’s competitiveness
and its business environment.

2.14

This is spearheaded by a number of initiatives, including:
•

a sector focus on Science and Digital Tech and also Life Sciences

•

The Smart London Plan – London’s technology plan, responding to global
competition and the city’s projected growth

3

Tech Nation, 2017
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•

strategic investments in infrastructure and connectivity

London’s Science and Digital Tech Sector
1.2

London’s policy focus, at the level of the Greater London Authority (GLA), has been placed
upon the wider Science and Digital Tech sector. This reflects the city’s unique tech-based
enterprise culture, particularly those relating to sciences. London also benefits from
tremendous innovation and research-based assets, founded upon its network of
universities, skills and supporting infrastructure.

1.3

As a result, the wider sector exhibits
considerable strengths when its economic
contribution

and

value

is

London – Science and Tech
Sector Value

considered,

accounting for over 15% of London’s total
employment.
1.4

London

benefits

tremendously

from

clustering and agglomeration of sectors,
businesses and assets. In tandem with its
status as a world city and breadth of
supporting industries in the professional
services and financial sectors, London offers
a multitude of factors that underpin a vibrant
and growing Science and Tech Sector4.
1.5

Despite its ongoing success, the Science and
Tech Sector also offers a strong case for
intervention and investment, in order to
address challenges and unlock the latent
growth potential of enterprise.

1.6

Source: Mapping London's Science and Technology

Of particular importance is the need for

Sectors, SQW, 2015

London to consider how it can:

4

•

best enable start-up and SMEs to deliver sustained growth

•

redress the balance of growth between Inner and Outer London

•

consider the growth of the sector beyond London’s boundaries

Mapping London's Science and Technology Sectors, SQW, 2015
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•

avoid the institutionalisation of sector clusters

Digital Tech Across the South East
2.15

The Digital Tech sector is also an important and growing component of the economy across
the wider South East. Reflective of this is the policy focus of several of the strategic sub
regions neighbouring the South London Partnership:
•

Coast to Capital sub-region – the Coast to Capital Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP)
covers the corridor from Brighton to Croydon, with Gatwick at its heart. Forming part
of the wider ‘digital highway’, the LEP has identified the Digital Sector as one of its
priorities, emphasising the opportunity for further growth.

•

Enterprise M3 sub-region – Enterprise M3 LEP covers the M3 corridor from Surrey
down to Hampshire. The LEP has identified the importance of the Digital Tech Sector
in the area: it is currently estimated to provide 50,270 jobs and support GVA per
annum of £4.17 billion5. Reflecting this, the sector has been identified as one of the
LEPs future opportunity sectors.

2.16

There is an opportunity to gain a fuller understanding of SLP’s Tech Sector relationships
with these neighbouring LEPs, particularly in terms of sector commonalities, shared assets
and the rationale for collective interventions.

Defining the Tech Sector
1.7

The Tech Sector is inherently complex to define, given its rapid evolution and the degree
to which it is influenced by technological advancements. An understanding of the sector
and its nuances continues to be refined, such that there is no definitive categorisation from
which to refer to. However, there are number of sources from which to draw upon, which
provide a valuable framework for analysis.

2.17

Figure 2.3 outlines three separate Tech Sector definitions, demonstrating the degree of
overlap and also the extent to which they differ in how they are categorised.

5

Enterprise M3 Digital Technologies Report, Regeneris, 2015
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Tech Sector Definitions

Source: Regeneris

1.8

This study focuses on two Tech Sector definitions6:
1)

Digital Tech Sector – as defined by Tech Nation, emphasising enterprise that is
built around core digital competencies and is heavily reliant upon technology7.

2)

Science and Tech Sector – as categorised by the Greater London Authority (GLA),
which provides a broader definition of the sector and captures science-based
industries which are influenced by digital technologies8.

1.9

The former is the emphasis for this report, as Digital Tech continues to be a major strength
for the national and London economies, whilst also developing an increasingly prominent

6

Digital Tech and Science and Tech Sector SIC codes are included in the appendix.

7

Tech Nation’s Digital Tech SIC code definition uses methodologies created and developed by Nesta and Tech City UK
to develop a robust view of the sector.

8

The GLA’s Science and Tech Sector definition draws upon working Paper 64 from GLA Economics, which provides a
definition of the ‘Science and Technology’ category.
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footprint across the SLP area. The research also captures the Wider Science and Tech Sector,
quantifying its prominence and value to SLP’s Boroughs, particularly those that have a
larger base of science-based industries.
1.10

The wider sector exploration is influenced by a recognition of digital technologies, practices
and processes as being relevant and disruptive to all industries and sectors. The
transformative effects of Digital Tech are impacting many elements of society and the way
businesses operate. Some of the most prominent examples of this include:
•

The mobilisation of the internet and expectation that fast and reliable access to
information and data is always on.

•

Automation of manufacturing and production processes, increasing efficiency and
outputs through the use of advanced robotics.

•

The growth of the Internet of Things and the integration of complex processes
through the application of big data.

1.11

•

The widespread adoption of cloud-based computing and applications.

•

The rapid development of autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles.

•

Greater utilisation of 3D printing and the development of advanced materials.

This is not an exclusive list and is likely to expand, reflecting the rapid development of
digital technology and ability for businesses to adapt it for commercial gain.
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3. The South London Tech Sector
3.1

This chapter provides a detailed examination of the size, characteristics and performance
of the Tech Sector across the SLP area.

3.2

To ensure a comprehensive understanding is gained the chapter uses both the narrow
Digital Tech definition (Tech Nation) as well as a Wider Science and Technology definition
(GLA definition) and benchmarks performance against selected London sub-regions and
LEP areas.

Overall Size of the Tech Sector in South London
3.3

There are currently around 6,500 businesses and 17,000 jobs within the narrowly defined
Digital Tech sector across the SLP area. This represents 11% of the area’s total business
base and 4% of the areas total employment. Based on these figures, we estimate that the
sector current contributes Gross Value Added (GVA) per annum of around £1,762m.

3.4

Within the Wider Science and Technology sector the SLP area, there are approximately
14,000 businesses operating in the area, employing around 75,400 people (17% of total
employment).
Table 3.1 SLP- Size of the Tech Sector
SLP Area
Businesses (2016)

Digital Tech

Number

6,490

13,940

11%

23%

16,940

75,430

4%

17%

£m per annum

£1,762m

£4,765m

% of total GVA

6%

16%

% of Total
Employment (2015)

Number
% of Total

GVA

3.5

Wider Science & Tech

Source: BRES 2015, UK Business Count 2016
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Relative Importance of the Sector
3.7

A number of comparator areas have been selected to help assess how the SLP area is
performing in relative terms. This includes other sub regions of London (the City Fringe,
Olympic Boroughs, and West London) and neighbouring Local Enterprise Partnerships
(Enterprise M3, Coast to Capital).

3.8

Analysis

of

the

Sector Specialisation: Digital Tech (top),

relative

concentration9 of employment in the

and Wider Science and Tech (bottom)

Digital Tech and Wider Science &
Tech

sectors,

highlights

the

important role that these sectors play
in the SLP area.
3.9

As demonstrated by Figure 3.1, the
SLP

area

possesses

a

larger

concentration of Digital Tech (LQ 1.2)
and Wider Science & Tech (LQ 1.2)
businesses than the London average.
Analysis of the relative concentration
of employment in the Digital Tech
and Wider Science & Tech sectors,
highlights the important role that
these sectors play in the SLP area.
3.10

In terms of business concentration,
the SLP area is performing well in
relative terms against the benchmark
geographies selected, with only the
City Fringe possessing a larger
concentration

of

Digital

Tech

businesses (1.3) and Wider Science
and Tech businesses (1.3) than the
SLP area.

9

Source: BRES 2015, UK Business Count 2016

Assessed using Location Quotient’s (LQs). These provide a measure of the concentration of employment locally,
compared to the London average. A figure of greater than 1.0 suggests activity is more concentrated than is average
across the city; a figure of less than 1.0 means that activity is less concentrated than average.
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3.11

Employment specialisms across the SLP area fall below the London average for both Digital
Tech (LQ 0.8) and Wider Science and Tech respectively (LQ 0.9).

3.12

Whilst the SLP area has a lower concentration of tech employment than London as a whole,
the area holds a marginally stronger concentration than in the rest of Outer London in
terms of both Digital Tech (LQ 0.7) and an equitable concentration in comparison to Wider
Science and Tech employment (LQ 0.9).

3.13

The disparity between the specialisation of business and employment can be explained by
a larger concentration of smaller technology businesses in the area than is usual elsewhere;
this is explored in more detail later in this chapter.

Recent Performance of the Sector
3.14

The SLP area has experienced considerable business growth in both the narrowly defined
Digital Tech sector and Wider Science and Tech sector across the SLP area, over the past
five years.

3.15

Since 2011, there has been an increase of over 2,000 Digital Tech businesses in the area,
representing a 46% increase over a five-year period. Over the same period, there has been
an increase of 4,500 Wider Science and Tech businesses operating within the SLP area (48%
increase).

3.16

While not confirmed within the data, this disparity between business and employment
change is likely to be explained by strong growth in micro businesses, offset with the loss
of a small number of larger employers within the sector.
Table 3.2 SLP- Recent Performance of the Tech Sector
SLP Area
Business Change (2011-2016)

Digital Tech
Number

+2,040

+4,500

+46%

+48%

Number

-60

+10,120

% change

0%

+16%

% change
Employment Change (2010-2015)

Wider Science & Tech

Source: BRES 2015/2010, UK Business Count 2016/2011

3.17

Reviewing the proportional change against comparator areas provides a good indication
of the relative performance of the SLP area:

12
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•

For the Digital Tech sector, analysis suggests that the area has been
underperforming in employment terms, with growth registered across all the
comparator areas in recent years.

•

Comparative performance in terms of business growth is much stronger, albeit still
below inner and outer London comparator areas

•

Comparative performance for the Wider Science and Tech sector is stronger:
employment and business growth has been stronger than that seen in West London
and neighbouring LEPs, albeit still below growth seen in Inner London comparators.
Employment & Business Change 2010-15: Digital Tech (top) and Wider Science

and Tech (bottom)
SLP Area
City Fringe
Olympic Boroughs
West London
Outer London
Enterprise M3
Coast to Capital
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Digital Tech Employment Change (2010-15)

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Digital Tech Business Change (2011-16)

SLP Area
City Fringe
Olympic Boroughs
West London
Outer London
Enterprise M3
Coast to Capital
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Wider Science & Tech Employment Change (2010-15)

Source: BRES 2015/2010, UK Business Count 2016/2011
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Businesses Characteristics
Business Size
3.18

Businesses operating within the Digital Tech sector across the SLP area are predominantly
micro sized enterprises, employing fewer than 5 people. Around 6,100 people are employed
in Digital Tech businesses that have between 0 to 4 employees (95%) (Table 3.3) across the
SLP area.

3.19

In reality, the figure is likely to be higher: many of the smallest enterprises are often
excluded from government datasets as they fall below official accounting thresholds such
as the VAT registration threshold of around £85,000.
Table 3.3 SLP- SLP Area Digital Tech Business Size
SLP Area

0 to 4

5 to 9
175

Businesses

Number

6,080

(2016)

% of

95%

3%

10 to 49
160
2%

50 to 249

250+

20

0*

0%

0%

Total
Source: UK Business Count 2016
*Note: all UK Business Count data is round to prevent disclosure. While it is thought that there a small number of tech
focused businesses in the area employing more than 250 people, these do not show up within the data.

3.20

The size profile of the SLP area’s Digital Tech businesses alongside comparator areas is
summarised below in Figure 3.3. Alongside Outer London, the SLP area has the joint largest
proportion of micro businesses (95%) of all the comparator areas selected in this study.
Data from the UK Business Count suggests that in both geographies around 99% of the
Digital Tech business base is comprised of businesses employing fewer than 250 people
(the traditional definition for small and medium sized enterprises or SME’s).
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Digital Tech Business Size Profiles

Source: UK Business Count 2016

3.21

The importance of the small business base can be further understood when looking at
recent change in terms of business size. Evidence suggests that micro businesses have
contributed much of the growth in the SLP Digital Tech business base in recent years. The
size of the micro business base has grown strongly since 2011, where there has been an
increase of around 2,030 new micro businesses (a growth of around 50%). Digital tech micro
businesses therefore account for around 99% of all of the growth in the SLP business base.

3.22

Whilst Figure 3.4 below presents no change in businesses for small (10 to 49) and large
(250+) business bands it is worth noting that data from the UK Business Count supresses
changes in the data due to privacy conditions, rounding figures to the nearest five. By cross
referencing the data with DueDil and London Tech Map, there has been a loss of two large
Digital Tech employers in the area in recent years: this might explain the contrast between
high business growth in the area, but a small decline in employment.
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SLP Digital Tech Business Change by Size 2011-2016
60%
50%

50%
40%
30%

33%

20%

10%
0%

0%

0%

-10%

-10%
-20%
0 to 4

5 to 9

10 to 49

50 to 249

250+

Source: UK Business Count 2016

Business Growth and Scale Up
3.23

Data provided by DueDil on year of business establishment provides a good illustration of
the growth of the Digital Tech sector across the SLP area. As Figure 3.5 shows, in 2015 there
were 1,110 new Digital Tech businesses established within the SLP area, over double the
level seen in 2010 (540).

3.24

Figure 3.5 shows that this growth has been persistent, with the amount of Digital Tech
businesses established growing year on year since 2003, with a slight decline on 2014 levels
witnessed in 2015.
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Year of Establishment for Digital Businesses within the SLP Area
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Source: Duedil (2017)

3.25

According to data provided by the Scale Up Institute, the SLP area is home to over 120 high
growth businesses, of which only a small number (5) operate specifically within the Digital
Tech sector. Table 3.4 below provides an overview of the presence of these scale up
businesses across London and the SLP area and the individual Digital Tech companies
within the SLP area.
Table 3.4 High Growth Digital Tech Businesses
SLP

London

Total High Growth Businesses

122

3,260

Total Digital Tech High Growth

5

254

4%

8%

Businesses
Digital Tech firms as proportion
of all High Growth Businesses

SLP Digital
Tech Scale Up
Companies

RB Kingston

Intelligent Environments Ltd – digital interface managing

Upon Thames

financial service customers

LB Merton

Winshuttle Ltd – automates SAP process, allowing
businesses to better manage their data

LB Merton

Metapraxis Ltd - financial analytics technology

LB Merton

Softwareone UK Ltd – software licensing experts and
software portfolio management

LB Richmond

EYC Ltd – behind Symphony Retail Solutions providing
customer data analysis

3.26

Source: Scale Up Institute 2017
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Flagship Employers
3.27

While the overarching figures from ONS suggest that the number of tech businesses in the
SLP area employing more than 250 people is very small, there are several digital tech
companies operating in the area that have a global presence and an established identity
amongst the Tech Sector. Some of these are listed in the table below:
Table 3.5 SLP Flagship Employers
Company
Paypal Europe

Overview

SLP Borough

World renowned digital send and receive payment service

LB Richmond

World renowned online marketplace

LB Richmond

One of the world’s leading interactive entertainment companies

LB Richmond

Interdist

Digital technology consultancy with a presence across Europe,

LB Richmond

Alliances

Asia and Africa

Allocate

Digital technology consultancy with a global presence, supporting

Software

workforce planning and operational management

eBay
Sega Systems

Union Street
Haymarket

LB Richmond

Leading provider of telecoms billing and provisioning solutions

LB Richmond

International digital publishing group.

LB Richmond

Globally renowned provider of advanced, technology-led defence,

LB Kingston

Media Group
BAE Systems

aerospace and security solutions
Nikon

World renowned producer of cameras, with technology that is

LB Kingston

used in semiconductors essential to PCs and smartphones, as well
as devices that detect faults in electronic equipment.
New Call

Established leader in mobile communications and mobile apps;

LB Kingston

one of the fastest growing residential broadband service providers
Ikon Science Ltd

Provides software technology and geoscience consulting services

LB Kingston

that improve the value of reserves while reducing drilling costs
and operational uncertainty.
Pegasus
Mortgage Brain

Technology provider to the hospitality and hotel industry.

LB Croydon

Mortgage software solutions to Intermediaries and Lenders for

LB Croydon

over 30 years. Owned by the UK’s largest mortgage lenders
Barclays, Lloyds, Nationwide, RBS, Santander and Virgin Money
BTS

Specialists in contact centres, operator consoles, call logging,

LB Sutton

directory solutions and database integration
Adaptris Group

Supply chain integration and e-solutions company with a focus on

LB Sutton

the agriculture and food industry network
Fircosoft

Provides watch list filtering solutions, global payment routing data
and anti-money laundering solutions to banks and businesses
worldwide.

Source: DueDil 2017
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Mapping the Tech Sector across SLP’s Boroughs
3.28

As Table 3.6 shows Digital Tech sector activity is spread throughout the SLP area, with
several boroughs accommodating larger concentrations of activity than others.

3.29

The London Borough (LB) Croydon contains the largest amount of Digital Tech businesses
(1,695) and employment (4,520) to the SLP area, closely followed by the LB Richmond upon
Thames (1,465/4,360).

3.30

Whilst gross levels of Digital Tech businesses and employment fluctuate across the SLP
area, Digital Tech presence as a proportion of total employment and businesses remains
relatively consistent across the five SLP local authorities (Table 3.6), suggesting that the SLP
is not overly reliant on any one individual local authority to drive the growth of the sector.
Table 3.6 SLP Area Digital Tech Businesses & Employment by Borough
SLP London Borough

Croydon

Kingston

Merton

Richmond

Sutton

Businesses

Number

1,695

1,070

1,320

1,465

940

(2016)

% of Total

11%

12%

11%

10%

11%

Employment

Number

4,520

3,100

4,360

1,930

(2015)

% of Total

4%

4%

5%

3%

3,030
4%

Source: BRES 2015, UK Business Count 2016

3.31

As suggested in the overarching figures for the SLP area, there is a disparity between the
growth of businesses and employment and this is reflected in each SLP Borough:
•

LB Croydon underwent the largest absolute growth in terms of businesses (600), yet
saw a slight decline in the total number of people employed in the sector (-55).

•

conversely, LB Sutton which has the smallest presence of Digital Tech businesses
and employment across the SLP, has seen the largest percentage change in terms
of businesses (74%) and employment (21%) of all the SLP local authorities.

Table 3.7 SLP Area Digital Tech Recent Change by Borough
SLP London Borough
Businesses

Absolute

(2011-2016)

% Change

Employment
(2010-2015)

Croydon
600

Kingston

Merton

Richmond

Sutton

260

475

305

400

55%

32%

57%

26%

74%

Number

-55

-465

25

100

340

% Change

-1%

-13%

1%

2%

21%
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Source: BRES 2015, UK Business Count 2016

3.32

The geography of the Digital Tech sector across the SLP area is mapped below and overleaf.
Digital Tech Sector Business Distribution
The spatial distribution of the SLP Digital Tech sector is mapped below. The map
demonstrates that sector activity is distributed across the SLP area, with strong
clusters of activity in and around the sub-regions main town centres.

Source: Duedil and UK Business Count
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Digital Tech Sector Employment Distribution: Absolute Number of Jobs (top) and Absolute Change 2010-15 (bottom)
Mapping of the spatial distribution of Tech Sector employment demonstrates that, as would be expected, levels of employment
are greatest within the SLPs main town centres. Employment levels are typically low elsewhere across the sub-region, suggesting
that many of the businesses mapped below are very small businesses. The mappping also demonstrates a mixed picture spatially
in terms of recent employment change in the sector, with no overarching trends from one Borough to the next.

Source: BRES
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4. SLP Tech Sub-Sectors and Businesses
4.1

This section provides initial and overarching analysis of the SLP Area’s Digital Tech subsectors. The business consultation programme will be used to gather more information on
the characteristics of these sub-sectors, and future opportunities for growth.

4.2

Digital Tech sub sectors have been defined using Tech Nation and are summarised below.
A full definition is provided in Appendix B.
Table 4.1 Sub Sector Groupings
Sub-Sector
Digital Consulting
Software
Development

Overview
Planning and design of computer systems
Development, production, and supply of ready-made interactive
software
Operating, maintaining or providing access to facilities for the

Telecommunications

transmission of voice, data, text, sound, and video using
telecommunications infrastructure

Hardware
Manufacturing
Data Services
Digital Publishing

Includes the manufacture, assembly and repair of electronic
computers
Operation of web sites and search engines and provision of data
hosting infrastructure
Publishing of computer games for all platforms and publishing of
ready-made (non-customised) software

Introducing the Sub-Sectors
4.3

Data from the UK Business Count highlights the strong presence of digital consulting sub
sector across the SLP, accounting for 4,730 businesses - over 70 percent of all the SLP Digital
Tech businesses (Figure 4.1). The second largest sub-sector in terms of business
representation is within software development, which is comprised of 1,155 businesses,
representing around 18 percent of the total Digital Tech business base.

4.4

Telecommunications, hardware manufacturing, data services and digital publishing make
up a small proportion of the SLP Digital Tech business base, collectively accounting for 600
businesses and 9 percent of the total Digital Tech business base.
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Breakdown of SLP Digital Tech Businesses by Sub Sector
Digital Consulting
Software Development
Telecommunications
Hardware Manufacturing
Data Services
Digital Publishing
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3,000
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4,000
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5,000

Source: UK Business Count 2016

4.5

A review of employment data by sub sector provides a similar profile to that seen across
the SLP Digital Tech business base (Figure 4.2). Again, Digital Consulting is the largest
employing Digital Tech sub-sector across the SLP area, with a total of 10,920 jobs in the
area, representing 64% percent of the total SLP Digital Tech employment. Again, software
development accounts for the second largest employing Digital Tech sector within the SLP
area accounting for 16 percent of the total Digital Tech employment (2,750).

4.6

Despite only accounting for 4 percent (250) of total Digital Tech sector businesses, the
telecommunications sub-sector employs around 11 percent of the total SLP Digital Tech
workforce - equivalent to 1,970 people.
Breakdown of SLP Digital Tech Employment by Sub Sector
Digital Consulting
Software Development

Telecommunications
Data Services
Hardware Manufacturing
Digital Publishing
0

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

10,000

12,000

Source: BRES 2015

4.7

As previously highlighted, many of the businesses in the Digital Tech sector are micro or
small businesses. Average business size varies by sub-sector. As demonstrated by the table
below, telecommunications and data services businesses typically employ the most people,
while software development and consulting businesses are typically very small.
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Table 4.2 Employment to Business Ratio by Sub-Sector
Sub Sector

Employment to Business Ratio 15/16

Telecommunications

7.7

Data Services

5.9

Digital Publishing

3.1

Software Development

2.4

Digital Consulting

2.3

Hardware Manufacturing

2.1

Source: BRES 2015, UK Business Count 2016

4.8

As Figure 4.3 shows, businesses in each Digital Tech sub sector have grown since 2011,
except data services which experienced no change. Of all the sub-sectors reviewed,
software development experienced the largest degree of change over the period, with 445
more businesses operating within the sub-sector – an increase of 63 percent on 2011 levels.

4.9

Over the same period the software development sub-sector also experienced the largest
percentage increase of jobs of all the Digital Tech sub-sectors, with a 42% increase in jobs
over a five-year period (815).

4.10

Several sub-sectors have experienced a decline in employment despite undergoing an
increase in the business base. This is the case in telecommunications, hardware
manufacturing, digital publishing and data services.

4.11

As noted previously, this is likely to be explained by the relocation and downscaling of
employment amongst larger businesses and an increase of micro businesses and smallscale start ups entering the market place.
Employment & Business Change by Digital Tech Sub Sector
16%

Telecommunications

-2%
63%

Software Development

42%
26%

Hardware Manufacturing
Digital Publishing

-58%
30%
-72%
47%

Digital Consulting

4%
0%

Data Services
-80%

-27%
-60%

-40%

-20%

Business Change

0%

20%

Employment Change

Source: BRES 2015/2010 (Employment), UK Business Count 2016/2011 (Businesses)
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Breakdown of sub sectors by location
4.12

Table 4.3 below shows the concentration of employment activity in particular Digital Tech
sub sectors across the five local authorities that comprise the SLP area. This is measured by
location quotient and shows the concentration of employment relative to the whole of
London. Further spatial analysis is provided in the next section.
Table 4.3 Employment Specialisms Across SLP Area
LB Croydon

RB Kingston

LB Merton

LB Richmond

LB Sutton

Data Services
Digital Consulting
Digital Publishing
Hardware Manufacturing
Software Development
Telecommunications
Source: BRES (2015)

LQ10 1.0 – 1.5

LQ above 1.5

LQ below 1.0

10

A Location Quotient (LQ) is a measure of concentration of activity in one area, compared to another. In this case sector
characteristics in the respective areas have been compared to London where a LQ of higher than 1.0 indicates a higher
degree of specialisation in the area
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Focus on…Digital Consulting
This sub-sector focuses on the planning and design of computer systems and represents
the largest digital sub-sector within the SLP area. The sector contains around 10,920 jobs
across 4,730 businesses and has experienced around 50 percent growth in recent years.
Relative to the London average the sector has a slightly greater presence within the SLP
area, highlighting a higher degree of specialisation.
Table 4.4 Digital Consulting: Summary Statistics
Businesses

Number (2016)

Employment

4,730

Recent Change (2011-16)

47%

Concentration (LQ) 2016

1.1

Number (2015)

10,920

Recent Change (2010-15)

4%

Concentration (LQ) 2015

1.2

Source: BRES and UK Business Count

Digital Consulting: Spatial Distribution of Businesses
Example Employers

Source: Duedil
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•

Softwareone UK

•

Paypal

•

Interdist Alliances

•

Allocate Software

•

E Y C Limited
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Focus on…Software Development
This sub-sector focuses on the development, production, and supply of ready-made
interactive software. The sector contains around 2,750 jobs across 1,555 businesses and
has experienced the largest level of growth in the SLP area of all the sub-sectors reviewed
over the last five years. Despite this recent growth, the sector is slightly
underrepresented relative to the London average in terms of both business and
employment.
Table 4.5 Software Development: Summary Statistics
Businesses

Number (2016)

Employment

1,155

Recent Change (2011-16)

43%

Concentration (LQ) 2016

0.9
2,750

Number (2015)
Recent Change (2010-15)

42%

Concentration (LQ) 2015

0.9

Source: BRES and UK Business Count

Software Development: Spatial Distribution of Businesses
Example Employers
•

OLM Group

•

MortgageBrain

•

Winshuttle UK

•

Casewise Systems

•

M-Biz Global Company
Limited

Source: Duedil
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Focus on…Telecommunications
This sub-sector focuses on operating and providing access to facilities for the
transmission of data using telecommunications infrastructure. The sector contains
around 1,930 jobs across 250 businesses and whilst experiencing growth in terms of
business activity the sector has seen a small contraction of its workforce in recent years.
The sector is relatively underrepresented compared with the London average.
Table 4.6 Telecommunications: Summary Statistics
Businesses

Employment

Number (2016)

250

Recent Change (2011-16)

16%

Concentration (LQ) 2016

0.8
1,930

Number (2015)
Recent Change (2010-15)

-2%

Concentration (LQ) 2015

0.7

Source: BRES and UK Business Count

Telecommunications: Spatial Distribution of Businesses
Example Employers
•

New Call Telecom
Holdings

•

Union Street Technologies
Limited

•

Source: Duedil
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Focus on…Hardware Manufacturing
This sub-sector involves the manufacture, assembly and repair of electronic computers.
The sector contains around 300 jobs across 145 businesses and broadly reflects the
concentration of these activities relative to the London average. The sector has seen a
growth in businesses in recent years of around 26% whilst employment in the sector
has shrunk by around 58%.
Table 4.7 Hardware Manufacturing: Summary Statistics
Businesses

Employment

Number (2016)

145

Recent Change (2011-16)

26%

Concentration (LQ) 2016

1.0
300

Number (2015)

-58%

Recent Change (2010-15)

1.1

Concentration (LQ) 2015
Source: BRES and UK Business Count

Hardware Manufacturing: Spatial Distribution of Businesses
Example Employers

Source: Duedil
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•

Suna Communication

•

Span Computing
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Focus on…Data Services
This sub-sector focuses on the operation of web sites and search engines and the
provision of data hosting infrastructure. The sector contains around 830 jobs across 140
businesses and has experienced stagnation in terms of its base business as well as a
contraction in employment over recent years. The sector is relatively underrepresented
compared with the London average.
Table 4.8 Data Services: Summary Statistics
Businesses

Number (2016)

Employment

140

Recent Change (2011-16)

0%

Concentration (LQ) 2016

0.8
830

Number (2015)

-27%

Recent Change (2010-15)

0.6

Concentration (LQ) 2015
Source: BRES and UK Business Count

Data Services: Spatial Distribution of Businesses
Example Employers

Source: Duedil
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•

Trackback

•

Goal Group

•

Intrascape Hosting
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Focus on…Digital Publishing
This sub-sector specialises in the publishing of
Example Employers

computer games and ready-made software for all
platforms. The sector is the smallest Digital Tech

•

Haymarket Media Group

•

Datix

underrepresented against the London average

•

Codio

and has experienced an increase in its business

•

Wolters Kluwer

sector within the SLP and contains around 200
jobs across 65 businesses. The sector is relatively

base and a decline in employment in recent years.
Table 4.9 Digital Publishing: Summary Statistics
Businesses

Employment

Number (2016)

65

Recent Change (2011-16)

30%

Concentration (LQ) 2016

0.8
200

Number (2015)
Recent Change (2010-15)
Concentration (LQ) 2015

Source: BRES and UK Business Count
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5. The Role of Tech in the Wider SLP Economy
5.1

As noted in Chapter 2, aside from the direct
footprint of the Digital Tech Sector, it is also

‘The UK’s global competitiveness

important to consider the role of digital

will increasingly depend on not

technology as an ‘enabler’ which interfaces
with and cuts across many other sectors in

5.2

just a flourishing digital sector,

the economy.

but on all our businesses using

This is demonstrated in Figure 5.1 which

the best digital technology and

outlines a number of the wider sectors which

data to drive innovation and

digital technology interfaces with. These

productivity.’11

include: Business and Professional Services,
Cyber Security, Aerospace, Automotive and

Defence, Media and Publishing, and Health and Pharmaceuticals.
5.3

With this in mind, it is understandable that the benefits of digital tech are far-reaching
across the economy and secure higher levels
Digital Tech – An Enabler

of productivity in businesses of every sector.
These benefits are supported by research
from Oxford Economics and Virgin Media,
who together found that improved digital
capabilities in UK businesses increased their
revenues by 4.4% and reduced their costs by
4.3%12.
5.4

SMEs have the most to gain from investing
and developing digital technologies11, a
finding of particular pertinence in the
context of the SLP area given its high
concentration of SME businesses (99.7%).
For instance, SMEs possessing a strong web
presence grow on average two times faster
than those with minimal or no presence, and

Source: Regeneris

11

UK Digital Strategy, 2017

12

The UK’s £92 billion Digital Opportunity, Oxford Economics 2015
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create twice as many jobs12, suggesting that the SLP area is particularly well positioned to
capture the wider benefits of growth that a strong digital Tech Sector delivers.
5.5

Of these enabling sectors, there are several which are perhaps currently most relevant to
the SLP area:
•

Business and Professional Services - is one of London’s core employment sectors,
and this is also the case across the SLP. Broadly defined, the sector provides over
100,000 jobs across the area, accounting for around a quarter of the economy.

•

Life Sciences – are identified within the SLP Growth Proposition as a core opportunity
sector for the area (alongside digital technology and sports science). Latest
estimates suggest that there are around 70 life science companies across the area.
Activity in the sector is focused around the new London Cancer Hub in Sutton, a
world-leading campus specialising in treatment, education and research, supporting
13,000 jobs. This facility provides a unique asset and focal point for growth for the
SLP area.

•

Wider science – the SLP area also hosts several key institutions and businesses that
are grounded in the cutting edge of science and enabled to thrive in many parts by
the development of the digital Tech Sector. Notably, the National Physical
Laboratory (NPL) is a key asset in the area, located in LB Richmond, the organisation
is the largest applied physics organisation in the UK. The NPL provides the national
measurement standards for the UK and holds a renowned international reputation
for its work in materials science. The facility is at the forefront for new developments
in

metrology,

such

as

researching

metrology

for,

and

standardising,

nanotechnology, providing a unique asset to the SLP area that underpins its
strengths in digital technology.
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6. Knowledge and Infrastructure
Underpinning the SLP Tech Sector
6.1

The success of the Tech Sector in the SLP area will be reinforced by an effective ecosystem
of infrastructure and a labour market which offers the types of skills that employers need
to enable enterprise growth.

6.2

This chapter explores some of the most important factors underpinning the Tech Sector,
including current performance and assets.

Skills and Labour Market
6.3

Access to appropriate and high-quality skills and an expansive labour market will be key
ingredients in the prospects for the Tech Sector across the SLP area. Indeed, the skills
agenda sits at the forefront of Government economic development policy, as a driver of
productivity, employment opportunity and global competitive advantage in sectors that
offer the greatest prospects for growth.

6.4

It is therefore important to understand the skills base and labour market in the context of
the Tech Sector, which will need to be well aligned to workforce skills and the nature of
training provision. This analysis also needs to consider the relationship between the supply
and demand for labour, in the context of the future shape of the workforce and projected
needs of enterprise.

6.5

We have undertaken analysis taking into consideration the Functional Labour Market Area
(FLMA) that serves the SLP area. This was defined using travel to work data provided by the
last census and selecting local authority areas that have over 1 percent of their working age
population employed within the SLP area. This methodology generated an FLMA that
encompasses 48 local authority areas outside SLP, extending the captive labour market to
a geography significant in scale and population.
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Supply of Skills
Labour Market Characteristics
Table 6.1 Overarching Labour Market Characteristics
SLP

London

Functional Labour
Market Area

Overall WAP
WAP as Proportion of Total Population
Economic Active (Absolute)
Economic Active (Rate)
Employment
Employment Rate

757,800

5,927,700

6,825,200

66%

68%

67%

617,200

4,643,100

5,463,100

81%

78%

80%

587,700

4,375,400

5,181,900

78%

74%

76%

Source: APS (2016)

6.6

An overview of SLP’s labour market characteristics is provided in Table 6.1. In relative terms,
the SLP area benefits from a significant and economically-active labour market, with a
working age population approaching 760,000 and an economic activity rate of 81%; both
greater than the London average. Its employment rate also highlights the high levels of
labour market participation, relative to London and the FLMA.

6.7

Of significance too, is the scale of the FLMA workforce. This amounts to over 6,800,000
people, emphasising the fact that the SLP and its Tech Sector has access to a very large
labour market, extending across London and as far south as Brighton.
Qualifications Profile

6.8

Qualifications are a key indicator of the capability and skills attributes of the local workforce.
Figure 6.1 provides an illustration of the SLP, London and FLMA qualifications profile.

6.9

The SLP area has a greater proportion of people with higher level qualifications, with 55%
at NVQ4+, compared to 52% in London and 51% in the FMLA. It also demonstrates a lower
propensity of lower level skills, particularly those with no qualifications and NVQ1. This
implies the SLP area benefits from a skilled workforce which can support a growing Tech
Sector.

6.10

Figure 6.1 provides a spatial representation of education deprivation and NVQ4+ across
the SLP area. Education deprivation is most acute in certain locations, with a more general
trend of the most deprived areas being predominantly towards the south east of the SLP
area, with some evidence of clustering around Croydon, in particular.
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6.11

The highest density of NVQ4+ skills can be found towards the north-western part of the
SLP area, concentrated in Kingston, Merton and Richmond. This also aligns to the presence
of an HEI, in the form of Kingston University.
Qualifications Profile of SLP Area, London and FLMA in 2016, Education
Deprivation (bottom left), and Level 4 Skills (bottom right)
SLP

55%

London

16%

52%

FLMA

14%

51%
NVQ4+

NVQ3

11%

15%
NVQ2

NVQ1

Other Qualifications

13%
No Qualifications

Source: Annual Population Survey 2016; Indices of Multiple Deprivation, Census 2011
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Occupations Profile
6.13

A breakdown of occupations is provided in Table 6.2. This outlines the occupational
structure of the SLP, London and FLMA workforce, which offers a further layer of insight
into the capability of the labour market and its alignment to the Tech Sector.
Table 6.2 Occupational Profile 2016
SLP

London

FLMA

Absolute

%

Absolute

%

Absolute

%

86,300

14%

553,500

12%

678,000

13%

Professional occupations

163,600

27%

1,133,900

25%

1,327,600

25%

Associate prof & tech

111,800

18%

809,800

18%

970,800

18%

63,400

10%

417,200

9%

508,900

9%

Skilled trades occupations

34,200

6%

314,500

7%

393,200

7%

Caring, leisure and other

49,500

8%

339,700

8%

416,300

8%

35,200

6%

304,000

7%

352,100

7%

22,300

4%

207,900

5%

234,700

4%

42,600

7%

403,900

9%

457,700

9%

Managers, directors and
senior officials

occupations
Administrative and
secretarial occupations

service occupations
Sales and customer service
occupations
Process, plant and machine
operatives
Elementary occupations
Source: Annual Population Survey 2016

6.14

Table 6.2 confirms that the SLP area has a higher proportion of workers employed in higher
skilled occupations, than both London and the FLMA, which is consistent with its
qualifications profile. The occupational structure of the SLP economy relies heavily upon
higher skilled roles, which are likely to be better-aligned with the needs of the Tech Sector,
albeit in absolute terms, the labour market is far smaller than both London and the FLMA.
Digital Tech Occupation Profile

6.15

Looking more closely at occupations that relate directly to the Tech Sector, the pattern of
SLP having a greater proportion of skilled labour, is repeated. This is an indicative subset of
occupations which are relevant to the Tech Sector and demonstrates relative strengths for
SLP versus London and the FLMA. However, in absolute terms, the scale of the labour
market in these occupations across London and the FLMA, is considerably more significant.
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Table 6.3 Digital Tech Occupational Profile
SLP
Information Technology

London

FLMA

Absolute

%

Absolute

%

Absolute

%

20,390

4%

126,590

3%

162,530

3%

4,390

0.8%

28,100

0.7%

34,890

0.7%

and Telecommunications
Professionals
Information Technology
Technicians
Census, 2011

Apprenticeships
6.16

Apprenticeships and vocational training is at the centrepiece of the Government’s Industrial
Strategy. They are intended to help enable an economy that delivers skilled, well-paid jobs
and conditions for competitive, world-leading businesses to prosper and grow. Critically,
they are also a solution to addressing skills gaps and shortages, whilst encouraging a
greater degree of economic opportunity in higher productivity employment.

6.17

As part of this commitment by the Government to invest in home grown skills, the new
Apprenticeship Levy will encourage employers to invest in high-quality apprenticeships and
offer SMEs the opportunity to innovate and tailor their training requirements.

6.18

Data from the GLA datastore show that in the 2014-2015 academic year there were 5,600
apprenticeship starts across the SLP area and 2,790 achieved apprenticeship qualifications.

6.19

As Figure 6.2 shows, over the past five years the amount of apprenticeship starts has
fluctuated, with the level of completed apprenticeships rising year on year, apart from a
slight decrease in the 2014-15 academic year. Over the past five academic years where data
is available, apprenticeship starts have increased by around 2%, whilst apprenticeship
completions have increased by around 52% across the SLP.
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SLP Apprenticeship Starts & Completions 2010-15
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0
2010/11

2011/12

Total starts

2012/13
2013/14
Total achievements

2014/15

Source: GLA Datastore 2017

6.20

Around half of the apprenticeships undertaken in the SLP are at the Level 2 (Intermediate
Level) (54%), a lower proportion than that seen across London (57%). Whilst higher than
the proportion across London (0.9%), only 1.1% of apprenticeships undertaken in the SLP
area are higher level (Level 4 & 5). This imbalance between apprenticeship level courses is
set to be addressed by degree apprenticeships programmes, which offer students the
opportunity to achieve a full Bachelor's or Master's degree as part of their apprenticeship.
The Apprenticeship Levy will also help to tackle distinct skills and training issues, through
the administration of funding that better supports the needs of large and small businesses.
Table 6.4 Apprenticeship Starts by Level 2013/14
Level

SLP Area

London

No.

%

No.

%

30

1.1%

300

0.9%

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

1,280

44%

14,560

42%

Intermediate Level Apprenticeship (Level 2)

1,510

54%

19,910

57%

Total

2,820

100%

34,770

100%

Higher Apprenticeship (Level 4 and 5)

Source: GLA Datastore 2017

6.21

A review of the apprenticeships being offered within the ICT sector provides a good proxy
for the offer of apprenticeship programmes related to the Digital Tech sector.

6.22

According to data from the Department for Education, there were 180 ICT apprenticeship
starts in the SLP area between the 2014-15 academic year, representing a 14% decrease on
the take up in the 2009-10 academic year. This decline has occurred, whilst the wider
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London area has seen a two-fold increase in ICT sector apprenticeship starts. This illustrates
a potentially worrying finding.
Table 6.5 Total Apprenticeships Starts and ICT Apprenticeship Starts 2016
SLP Area
No.

London

% Change

No.

2009-2015

% Change
2009-2015

All Apprenticeships

5,730

94%

46,280

127%

ICT Apprenticeships

180

-14%

2,020

53%

6.23

Source: Department for Education, 2017

Demand for Skills
6.24

A variety of data are available, which helps to better understand the demand for skills by
employers. This can also be viewed in the context of employment projections, which
anticipate the nature of economic growth in terms of the demand for skills and occupations
and the extent to which this is driven by replacement demand and the creation of new
employment.
Skills Gaps/Shortages

6.25

The demand for skills is often reflected in the presence of skills gaps and shortages. Skills
gaps refer to the imbalance of employer skills needs and provision/training offered by local
providers. Skills shortages relate to employers having difficulties in recruiting an
appropriately skilled people.

6.26

Nationally-collated data provide an insight into the prevalence of skills gaps at a national
and local level13. This provides an accessible proxy for determining the extent to which skills
gaps and shortages may be hindering the growth of the Tech Sector in the SLP area.

6.27

Occupation-based data at a London LEP level infer prevalent skills gaps, especially within
higher-skilled occupations, which are often required by Tech Sector employers. More
specifically, skills gaps were reported with managerial (3%), professional (1%) and associate
professionals (1%) occupations within the London LEP area. This is broadly in line with the
national average.

13

UKCES Employer Skills Survey, 2015
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6.28

In relation to skills shortages by occupation at a London LEP level, there is evidence of skills
shortages at higher level occupations, implying considerable recruitment issues. Around
20% of respondents reported skills shortages at professional level occupations (higher than
UK average of 17%) and 21% at associate professionals level occupations (again higher than
the UK average of 17%). Approximately 3% reported managerial occupation skills
shortages, which is slightly less than the UK average (4%).

6.29

At a less granular level, further employer research offers some additional richness to this
analysis, again at the London LEP level14. This suggests an active recruitment market in
London, with an emphasis on employers seeking qualified workers and some evidence of
apprenticeship opportunities.
•

55% of businesses had full and part-time vacancies in the last 12 months (UK 50%).

•

64% require candidates with higher level qualifications (Maths and English GCSE to
at least level 2 or GCSE A -C) (UK 48%).

6.30

•

52% recruited in past year (UK 46%).

•

25% sought training/skills advice (UK 27%).

•

11% offer apprenticeships (UK 11%).

Considering skills gaps and shortages with reference to Tech Sector specific research, Tech
Nation research provides further insight into the skills challenge affecting Tech Sector
enterprises15. This is based on a comprehensive survey of Tech businesses across the UK:
•

around 50% of respondents cited skills challenges; with 25% observing skills as
being a ‘major challenge’.

•

respondent responses suggest there is compelling evidence for the need to upskill
the workforce, especially young people and also increase the number of higher level
apprenticeships in offer in the sector, form an existing low base.

6.31

Further research also discloses skills gaps issues in the Tech Sector16. This suggest that skills
demand is outstripping supply in ata, security, Python, Ruby, UI based disciplines. In
addition, the research cites Brexit and global competitiveness both as serious threats to the

14

UKCES Employer Perspectives Survey, 2014

15

Tech Nation, 2017

16

Mind the Gap; a Report on the UK’s Technology Skills Landscape, Hired, 2016
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UK’s Tech Sector in the context of the continued prominence of Silicon Valley and other
global hubs. The ongoing weak talent pipeline is also perceived to be a skills challenge.
6.32

A 2014 survey found 94% of tech firms see skills gaps as having a direct negative impact
on business17. Within this analysis, the following was observed:
•

Recent O2 research forecasts the need to fill 766,000 digital jobs by 2020 and train
2.3m workers to meet overall demand.

•

Skills shortage accentuated by a lack of apprenticeship offer/take-up, Tech Sector
businesses offering only 0.4 per 100 people apprenticeships– need more higherlevel apprenticeships.

Additional SLP Insights
6.33

Croydon Tech City recently undertook research looking at skills requirements of tech-based
businesses. This concluded:
•

Employers increasingly have technical language requirements, when considering the
skills needed for entry level roles. JavaScript is the most sought after of these
technical languages, followed by PHP and Java.

•

There is a strong emphasis on the need for soft skills; respondents cite problem
solving (90%), self-motivation (86%), critical thinking skills (81%), communications
(76%) and team-working skills (76%) as being of very high or high importance. This
mirrors wider findings, with other sectors placing considerable value on the
availability of soft and general employability skills.

6.34

The recent group discussion at the Delivering Skills in South London business event
identified some challenges and potential actions. They found:
•

There is a general lack of work readiness among education leavers. This is partly
down to limited communication between employers and school and HE and FE
institutions. If cross-sector partners were to make available data around digital skills
provision, skill gaps and demand for skills, the high levels of churn might be reduced.

•

There is a worry that students are often lacking in soft skills, perhaps due to a
reduction in the amount of work experience taking place. Employers should
collaborate with education providers to improve understanding of the skills that staff
are often missing.

17

London’s Digital Future: The Mayoral Tech Manifesto, 2016
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•

There is a cohort of over 50s that are lacking digital skills and employers will not pay
for the retraining/upskilling. This is an untapped resource and older staff with
experience are needed to drive the business forward.

Local Education and Skills Assets
6.35

The SLP area contains a number of further and higher education assets, which have a close
relationship with the SLP Tech Sector. This includes:
•

Croydon College – Croydon’s main further education provider, which is currently
bidding for Institute for Technology Status, with a specific view on interacting with
the local Tech Sector and supporting its development. The college offers
Information Technology courses through BTEC Level 1 to BTEC Level 3 and offers
various other courses that have crosscutting implications for digital technology,
including, Animation and Game Design, Engineering and applied science.

•

John Ruskin College – is a sixth form college located in South Croydon which
specialises in vocational education, with a curriculum offer that includes A level
pathways, Apprenticeships and Traineeships. The college has a creative industries
department that provides students with skills to pursue careers in Media, Film & TV,
Graphic Design or Photography. The college also provides foundation learning
courses in creative industries and IT, that teaches students how computers work, as
well as how to develop animations and design websites.

•

Coulsdon College – offers a range of courses both academic and vocational courses,
with several focused on computing and IT. These include a computer science A Level,
and a BTEC offering in Computing and Information and Creative Technology,
providing students with the foundations to learn web design, mobile apps
development, software development and animation techniques.

•

Carshalton College – located in the LB Sutton, Carshalton College offers a variety of
courses that support the technology sector across the SLP area. The college offers
full and part time courses and has links with Higher Education establishments
including Roehampton and Canterbury Christ Church. The college offers IT and
Computing courses from Level 1 to Level 3 NVQ, with focused courses on 2D
Computer Aided Design, Software Development and Creative Media & IT.

•

Kingston College – provides Full Time, Apprenticeships, Part Time and
Undergraduate courses in Kingston upon Thames. The college offers several courses
that bolster the tech offer across the wider SLP area, these include Computing and
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Systems Development and diplomas in IT ranging from BTEC Level 2 to 3. The
institution also provides a more vocational offer that focuses on technology through
Advanced Apprenticeships, which includes an apprentice offer for IT infrastructure
technicians and web, software and telecoms professionals.
•

Richmond upon Thames College – located in Twickenham the college offers BTEC,
and A Level courses in creative IT, IT support and Systems Development. Alongside
this the college offers courses in media and publishing, business, administration and
law, science and mathematics.

•

Richmond Adult Community College – is located in close proximity to Richmond
Town Centre providing further education college for adults, with over 7000 learners
currently registered at the college. The college provides a range of courses that focus
on digital tech, including website design and creation, network security and coding
on a range of programming languages.

•

University of Sussex – the University of Sussex operates the Sussex Innovation Centre
in Croydon, which provides space and support for entrepreneurs and start-ups and
works closely with Croydon College to validate their degree courses.

6.36

However, it is important to be aware of the dynamic situation currently facing the
educational context, particularly with the emergence of Area-Based Reviews which look to
create an “offer that meets each area’s educational and economic needs”18. The South
London review19 area identifies several priorities for skills and curriculum that are pertinent
to this study including:
•

a specialised high-level skills offer linked to higher level job opportunities locally,
more widely adding value and innovating to through strategic partnerships with key
employers to build specialisms

•

a responsive skills offering to support further growth aspirations linked into growth
opportunities and emerging economic specialisms, reflecting evolving work
practices (e.g. big data, digitisation and “human cloud”, connecting freelancers and
employers)

•

addressing a shortage of skilled manual and technical, professional and managerial
staff; and people with advanced science, engineering and maths skills.

18

UK Government, Reviewing Post-16 Education and Training Institutions (2016)

19

Department for Education (2017) South London Area Review
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Local Schools
6.37

As suggested at the outset of this section, data suggests that the SLP area is performing
relatively strongly in terms of educational outcomes (Table 6.1). This is in part a product of
the exceptional local school offer where 92% of children studying within the SLP go to good
or outstanding schools. There are several proposals for the SLP which will further bolster
the local school offer, including a new 1,200 pupil science school as part of the LB Sutton’s
new London Cancer Hub20.
Kingston University – a significant knowledge and learning asset
Kingston University is the SLPs sole higher education provider and plays a major role in
the tech scene across the SLP boroughs and wider area. The University has several courses
directly engaged with digital technology and a plethora of courses and departments that
specialise across the creative industries, science and technology spheres, that all have a
tangible digital component. Some of the focused digital courses include:
•

Computer Science

•

Computer Animation

•

Creative Technology

•

Games Technology

Kingston university has deep roots into local businesses and is a notable producer of talent
to the local economy. The institution has a strong record for generating business spin outs
and start-ups and several start-up businesses (often led by graduates of the university)
are currently operating from the incubator premises provided by the university. It is clear
that Kingston University will have a significant role in the future growth of the tech sector
forward across the SLP.

Entrepreneurship
6.38

Business start-up and innovation has played an important role in driving London and UK
Tech Sector growth in recent years. This is partly demonstrated by the preceding analysis
which demonstrates that a large proportion of Digital Tech Sector businesses in the SLP
area are ‘micro’, and that many have started up in recent times.

20

SLP Growth Proposition (2016)
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6.39

This section provides an overview of current enterprise performance across the SLP area,
and an introduction to the networks, organisations and assets which play a role in
supporting this.

Current Enterprise Performance and Culture in the SLP Area
6.40

Levels of enterprise and entrepreneurial culture can be assessed using a number of
indicators:
•

Business start-up – provides an indication of the number of business start-ups within
an area within a certain time period. Data are based on information from Companies
House on incorporation, and are derived from the registered business address given
at start-up. Local level data should be treated with caution: in some instances,
businesses may be registered at central locations (e.g. the offices of accountants), as
opposed to trading locations.

•

Self-employment – this provides an indication of the entrepreneurial tendencies of
residents in an area. However, it should be noted that self-employment does not
always link to enterprise: for example, self-employment is common in the
construction industry, while people working on ‘zero hours’ contracts in sectors such
as retail and distribution may also register themselves as self-employed.

•

Homeworking – homeworking provides a further indication of the entrepreneurial
tendencies of residents in an area. Again, however, it should be noted that not all
homeworkers

will

be

‘entrepreneurial’:

many

will

work

remotely

for

larger/established organisations.
6.41

These indicators are explored over the following pages. In general terms, the SLP area
performs well against these enterprise indicators, with strong levels of self-employment
and home working, and recent growth in business start-ups.

6.42

In 2015 the SLP area had around 9,600 business starts, representing 16% of area’s total
active enterprises. As Figure 6.3 shows this is a slightly lower rate than that seen across
Outer London (18%) and London as a whole (19%). The SLP area has experienced marginally
slower growth in business births between 2010 and 2015 to its broader comparator areas,
with a 4.4% growth seen over the period in the SLP area.

6.43

As outlined in the map, start-up levels vary significantly across the area, with particularly
strong clusters through the heart of Merton, and in the area’s main town centres.
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Percentage of Start Ups to Active Enterprises
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Source: ONS Business Demography; Inform Direct

6.44

It is worth also considering the survival rates of start-up businesses within the SLP area as
an indicator of enterprise performance. Data from the GLA21 suggests that the SLP also
performs strongly against this measure. Across the SLP 42% of the businesses that opened
in 2010 were still trading in 2015, a higher level than that seen across Outer (38%) and
Greater London (40%).

21

GLA Datastore/ONS Business Demography (2016)
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6.45

The SLP area performs comparatively well in terms of self-employment. Data from the
Annual Population Survey suggest that there are currently around 106,000 people
registered as self-employed within the SLP; representing 14% of the workforce.

6.46

Comparatively, the SLP has the second largest proportion of self-employed individuals
against all of the comparator geographies reviewed, bettered only by that of West London.

6.47

Levels of self-employment vary across the SLP area, with levels typically strong to the north
west (around Wimbledon, Richmond and Kingston).
Self-Employment
West London

SLP Area
Outer London
Coast 2 Capital

Enterprise M3
Olympic Boroughs
City Fringe

0%

2%

4%

6%

Source: Annual Population Survey 2016 (chart); Census 2011 (map)
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6.48

The latest available data on homeworking are available from the 2011 Census and suggest
that the SLP area performs strongly in terms of homeworking levels. At the time of the last
census the SLP area had around 58,000 residents that worked primarily from home,
equivalent to 10% of the working population. This is a larger proportion than that seen
across all of the comparator geographies, where data is available.

6.49

Again, levels of home working are typically strongest to the north west (around Wimbledon,
Richmond and Kingston) of the SLP area, and to the south of Croydon and Sutton.
Levels of Homeworking

Source: Annual Population Survey 2016 (chart); Census 2011 (map)
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Enterprise Support Networks and Assets
6.50

The success of Tech City in Shoreditch offers an emphatic example of the importance of
support networks and local assets and the role they can play in sustaining a vibrant and
growing Tech Sector. This has grown and reinforced London’s position on the global stage,
as a hotspot for innovation and Tech Sector start-ups.

6.51

The SLP area benefits from a growing ecosystem of support, aimed at growing the Tech
Sector, attracting talent and offering local employment opportunities to entrepreneurs.

6.52

This ecosystem is fluid and constantly evolving, with more discrete networks providing
valuable support in an informal manner, or through virtual channels. Equally, evidence
points to the willingness of Tech Sector businesses to seek out and access support across
a geographical area beyond SLP.
Sector Assets

6.53

There are several physical assets in the area, specifically focused around the Tech Sector.
These are a blend of incubators and work hubs and include the following:
Table 6.6 SLP Physical Sector Assets
Asset Name

Details

Kingston Nest,

Incubation space provided by Kingston University for student and

Kingston

graduate entrepreneurs who are ready to accelerate their business
to the next level.

Matthews Yard,

An arts and creative hub in the centre of Croydon that offers co-

Croydon

working space, event space and a crowdfunded theatre.

Richmond

Initiative created by several local partners that provides

Enterprise and

accommodation for local school pupils and Haymarket’s new ‘tech

Education Campus

hub’ and digital media incubator

Sussex Innovation

A hub for new businesses provided by the University of Sussex.

Centre, Croydon

The centre provides affordable office space and experts on site to
provide practical and strategic support.

TMRW Tech Hub,

A dedicated tech space in central Croydon, offering 21,000 sq. ft.,

Croydon

350 co-working desks and dedicated desks, 10 private offices, as
well as an events space large enough for 350 people.

Wimbletech,

Community backed co-working tech hub in Wimbledon, providing

Merton

affordable workspace and free community and education events.
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6.54

In addition to these tech focused work hubs, the SLP area contains a number of other SME
workspaces; these are mapped in the next section.
Business Support and Networks

6.55

In addition to the physical hubs, there are also a number of business support networks and
organisations active in the SLP area. Again, a number of these focus specifically on Tech.
Table 6.7 SLP Business Support and Tech Sector Networks
Organisation

Overview and Type of Support

Sub-Regional
Croydon Tech City

A not-for-profit organisation responsible for growing, managing
and sustaining Croydon's tech cluster and community. The
organisation provides tech related mentorship, workshops and
events.

SW London Tech Cluster

An initiative devoted to developing the tech ecosystem in
Southwest London.

Richmond New Tech

A local tech community and monthly meetup interested in new
technology, disrupting innovation and start-ups living in and
around the borough of Richmond.

Chamber of Commerce:

Play a role in each borough, provide networking opportunities for

Croydon; Kingston;

businesses and also provide mentoring and information on

Merton; Richmond; Sutton

business support.

Federation of Small

A national federation, offering regional representation to provide

Businesses: South West

small business members with support and advice as well as

London Branch

networking opportunities.

Tech Wandsworth

Funded by LB Wandsworth offering a start-up business support
programme as well as events, training and mentoring. Plays a key
role in the South West London Tech Cluster and Richmond New
Tech.

London Wide
London & Partners

The Mayor of London’s official promotion agency, who promote
London and its respective sectors driving inward investment and
marketing campaigns

London Business Growth

Offered by the LEP for London, the growth hub provides business

Hub

support and advice. The Hub offers an online calendar to publicise
these opportunities for support and events and provides a map for
SME affordable workspace across London.
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London First

A business membership organisation, which aims to improve the
business environment of London. The organisation provides
networking opportunities as well as business support and advice.

SLP Borough Activity

Respectively offer forms of business support and signposting.

Tech City

Initially launched to support the growth of Silicon Roundabout, the
organisation now looks to accelerate growth across the UK digital
economy. The organisation provides various avenues of business
support, as well as educational events and networking events.

Source: Chambers of Commerce, Croydon Tech City, Federation of Small Businesses, Greater London
Authority, London & Partners, London Business Growth Hub, London First, SLP Boroughs, Tech City

Commercial Space
6.56

The availability of space plays a defining role in the functioning of local economies. In the
context of the Tech Sector, the availability, quality, cost and flexibility of office space is
particularly important.

6.57

The standing of this within South London is recognised within the SLP Growth Proposition,
which identifies the need to protect and enhance the availability of employment space as
an overarching priority.

London Trends: Strong Demand and Increasing Values
6.58

Since the last financial crisis, the London economy and, in particular the financial and
business services sector has experienced significant growth. This has fuelled demand for
office space in London, particularly in prime office markets locations such as the City and
West End. In addition, the financial crisis affected the amount of office developments
coming onto the market and therefore the supply of new offices was delayed.

6.59

During the same period, there has been unprecedented levels of growth in capital and
rental values in the residential property market fuelled by a lack of supply and soaring
demand from London’s rising population. With capital values being so strong, developers
seeking to maximise returns have sought to secure sites and opportunities for residential
development where historically this would not have been the case. Changes in planning
policy (Permitted Development Rights) have also contributed to developers seeking
opportunities for residential development, including conversion opportunities.

6.60

In addition to the existing prime office market locations, there has been an emergence of
new locations for office space, of which the most prominent are around Kings Cross and
the City Fringe. There are a number of other emerging locations which are expected to
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mature over the next few years which will further change the distribution and pattern of the
London office market. This includes metropolitan centres in Outer London which in many
cases offer greater affordability, strong connectivity, and a high quality of life and amenity
proposition for the workforce.

The SLP Commercial Property Market
6.61

In 2016 the average office rent across the SLP area was £23 per square foot, an increase of
£6 (31%) on 2011-2014 levels. As Figure 6.6 shows, as rents have increased in recent years,
levels of vacancies have decreased, highlighting an increase in demand for office workspace
across the area.

6.62

In 2016 around 4 percent of the SLP office workspace was vacant, the lowest level over the
past five years. Between 2011 and 2014 vacancy levels remained relatively stable across the
SLP, between 9 and 8 percent, with a more notable decline between 2014 to 2016, where
the levels of vacancies more than halved.

6.63

Overleaf a series of charts are provided offering a summary of the commercial property
market position of each of the constituent SLP boroughs, showing average rents and
vacancy rates over the past five years.
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Office Vacancy and Rents 2011-2016: Clockwise from top left – SLP Average, Richmond, Merton, Croydon, Kingston, Sutton
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Permitted Development: A Threat to Growth?
6.64

In the period since 2013, employment floorspace across London has come under increasing
pressure from permitted development rights, which allow the conversion of office space to
residential uses without need for permission of change of use.

6.65

Data suggest that metropolitan centres such as those in the SLP area have been amongst
the areas worst affected. In total, since 2014, 539 conversions from office to residential have
fallen

under

Office to Residential Conversions Permitted 2014-2016

permitted
development across
the SLP area.
6.66

Data

from

highlight

SLP

that,

in

Richmond, 29% of
office space (capable
of

accommodating

over 7,000 jobs) was

Source: DCLG 2016

lost between 2013
and 2016 across 171 permitted rights developments.
6.67

Clearly, losses of this scale have the potential to impact significantly on the ability for
growth to be accommodated within the SLP area. Reflecting this, the threat of permitted
development for the SLP area is recognised within the SLP Growth Proposition, which
makes the case for the area to be exempted from Permitted Development Rights (using
Article 4 Direction).

SME and Creative Workspace
6.68

Access to flexible and affordable workspace has an important role to play in supporting
business start-up and growth.

6.69

Over the past two years, the GLA has placed a large amount of focus on ‘places of work’,
recognising that affordable and appropriate places of work are essential for London’s
economy to continue to grow. A number of research studies have been conducted into
Open Workspaces – defined to include incubators, accelerators, co-working spaces, artists’
workspace and makerspaces, “where affordable rents, flexible terms, shared facilities, and
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networking opportunities provide the right conditions for entrepreneurs, creatives, and
small businesses to grow and flourish”.
6.70

On the back of this research the GLA and London LEP has formed the Open Workspace
Providers Group to champion the work of London’s Open Workspaces; to support and
advise on the growth, development, and long-term sustainability of London’s Open
Workspaces; to propose priorities and actions for supporting the development of these;
and to act as representatives of a wider network of work space providers, particularly in
relation to making use of non-residential space in new housing developments.

6.71

It is important to note that ‘workspace for SME’s’ can encompass a number of different
types of business accommodation types and delivery models, including:
Types of SME Business Accommodation
•

Managed workspace / serviced offices – provides businesses with office space and
often provides monthly letting contracts, offering small and medium businesses with
cheap and flexible arrangements.

•

Business incubation centres – provides businesses with support and improved
knowledge of their market conditions to enable them to grow. Support includes office
space, training, business management, mentoring and help with access to funding.

•

Business accelerators – similar to incubation centres, however accelerators have a
focus on start-up businesses that have the potential to achieve high growth, typically
within products or services which have a national or international market.

•

Co-working space – provides office space for multiple businesses in one shared space,
encouraging interactions and collaborations between small businesses, many of which
are in their start-up phase.

•

Business innovation centres – similar to incubation centres, however these are often
more focused on the science and technology sectors. Office and laboratory space is
provided to small firms looking to take advantage of collaborating with other firms.
Sometimes these are linked to local colleges and universities, increasing the pool of
skilled labour available to firms.

•

Other flexible and ‘creative’ space – e.g. artist studios – often aimed at more
specialised or creative sectors, such as art or music, these flexible spaces can encourage
collaboration between artists and offer space for them to sell their work to the public.
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6.72

A detailed mapping exercise undertaken by the GLA22 into the supply of Incubators,
Accelerators and Co-Working (IAC) spaces across London identified very limited IAC
provision across the SLP area, particularly in comparison to several central London
Boroughs.

6.73

However, there has been rapid growth in the workspace sector across London over the past
few years, and the SLP

IAC Provision Across London, 2014

area appears to have

The

map

overleaf

RICHMOND

6.74

KINGSTON

regard.

MERTON
SUTTON

CROYDON

been no exception in this

summarises the current
supply

of

‘open

workspace’
accommodation

for

SME’s across the SLP
area. This demonstrates
there

is

comparatively

now

a

strong

Source GLA, 2014

level of provision, focused around co-working spaces and artist studios. A number of these
spaces, such as TMRW Hub and Wimbletech are specifically focused on the Tech Sector.
6.75

The quality of provision and scale of capacity within these workspaces will be explored via
the consultation programme.

22

GLA (2014), accessed at http://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default /files/BD114_%20GLA%20IAC%20Prepublication%20draft%20report.pdf
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Table 6.8 Summary of Supply of Affordable Accommodation for SME in the SLP Area

Broadband and Mobile Infrastructure
6.77

Digital infrastructure is a key component of a flourishing Tech Sector. Businesses are
increasingly reliant on high speed internet access, to support service delivery, commercial
relationships, processes, the transfer of information and innovation. With rapid
advancements in technology, the need for fast, reliable and ‘always on’ access is quickly
becoming the everyday expectation for enterprises large and small.
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6.78

The digital agenda has been a focus for Central and Local Government for some time, with
substantive public funds invested in the extension of high speed broadband to
commercially-challenging across the UK. This is founded upon a strong policy platform,
further investment commitments, the development of a new Digital Strategy and an
evolving regulatory framework, designed to accelerate commercial investment.

6.79

Broadband providers have also been highly active; significant investments continue to be
made, particularly in urban areas, offering greater choice and access to higher speeds. This
includes considerable deployments from the likes of BT (Openreach), CityFibre, Hyperoptic,
UK Broadband and Virgin Media. Mobile providers have also continued to extend 4G
coverage, offering a genuine superfast alternative.

6.80

This reflects an increasingly technology agnostic approach, recognising convergence and
the need to focus on the quality and reliability of the service offered to homes and
businesses. There is also a continued drive to deliver ultrafast capabilities, so as to ensure
that infrastructure is able to meet the future needs of users.

6.81

London has benefited from both public and private sector investment and has recently seen
further commitments to world-leading connectivity in the City of London. However, it is
operating within a highly competitive environment, with stiff competition from many global
cities. There is a need to pursue a highly ambitious agenda, which doesn’t stand still.
Broadband Connectivity

6.82

Generally, London and the SLP area benefits from excellent access to superfast and, in many
cases, ultrafast broadband. However, it should not be assumed that the SLP area is without
its issues, with ‘not spots’ and poor connectivity often concealed. This is particularly true in
business parks, where the commercial rationale can differ greatly.

6.83

A variety of data are available, which presents a picture of connectivity across the SLP area,
in the context of London as a whole.
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SLP Broadband Coverage

Source: Thinkbroadband, 2017

6.84

Figure 6.9 shows an aggregate view of broadband connectivity across London, the SLP area
and individual Boroughs.

6.85

The SLP offers better broadband connectivity than London as a whole, based on access to
ultrafast and superfast broadband. In addition, there are fewer premises accessing speeds
of 10 Mbps or less (2% versus 9% across London). This implies that the SLP area is
competitively-placed in terms of its provision to businesses and homes.

6.86

Borough level performance is relatively consistent, with Croydon and Sutton having the
most pronounced issues relating to ultrafast coverage (12% of premises unserved) and
Richmond having the highest numbers of premises receiving less than 10Mbps (3%).
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SLP Area Broadband Connectivity Map (Ofcom)23

Source: GLA, 2015
Note: This map should be treated with a degree of caution, due to the age of the source data.

6.87

Figure 6.10 provides an overview of broadband speed and coverage across the SLP area
and wider London Boroughs. Areas shaded in blue demonstrate the extensive superfast
coverage across much of London and the SLP. However, locations shaded in amber and red
highlight the areas where speeds are lower and in some cases insufficient, immediately
exposing lower speeds in Croydon and Kingston-upon-Thames, for example.

6.88

Alternative sources of information provide a view of user experience, plotting broadband
performance across the SLP area. Again, the case for intervention becomes clear, through
the identification of locations where superfast speeds are unavailable. The extensiveness of
superfast and ultrafast broadband is illustrated by the coloured plots in 6.7; however, areas
of poor broadband performance are present across the SLP area.

6.89

Whilst the availability of high speed broadband is continuing to increase, there is a need to
maximise the benefits realised by enterprise, through take-up and utilisation of
technologies that are supported by next generation digital infrastructure.

23

Superfast broadband is defined as a minimum of 30 Mbps (download), fast broadband a minimum of 10 Mbps but
less than 30 Mbps (download) and slow broadband being less than 10 Mbps (download).
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SLP Broadband – User Experience Speeds Map

Source: Thinkbroadband, 2017. Coloured plots reflect BT Openreach, Hyperoptic and Virgin Media coverage only.

Mobile Broadband
6.90

Ofcom data provides an indication of mobile broadband coverage across the SLP area. This
is important for enterprise, in terms of voice communication and increasingly, access to
high speed mobile internet. At present, this is delivered via 4G LTE technology, which is
rapidly becoming the de-facto standard.

6.91

Figure 6.12 illustrates 4G coverage across the SLP area. This uses EE data, as the provider
with the most extensive network coverage across the UK. Using indoor coverage as a proxy
for service availability, the map presents a mixed picture, with unshaded areas being
without 4G coverage. A similar picture is presented when looking at other mobile providers,
emphasising the patchwork of mobile connectivity.
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EE 4G LTE Coverage

Source: Ofcom, 2017

6.92

The next incarnation of mobile technology is also being rapidly developed – 5G. This will
offer much greater capacity and speeds and the Government is working on a strategy to
ensure its widespread rollout across the UK. London will need to position itself to accelerate
the rollout of 5G, to maximise its global competitiveness based on its digital networks.

Transport
6.93

The SLP benefits from being well-connected, both to London and surrounding areas to the
south and west. This is due to its strategic position in South London, and the extensiveness
of the transport network, particularly public transport connectivity and is also reinforced
within the SLP Growth Prospectus.
SLP Transport Assets

6.94

Within the SLP area, key transport assets include:
•

•

London Underground connections:


The District Line into the LB of Merton and Richmond



The Northern Line serving LB Merton

Extensive mainline rail connections:
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Croydon East, Richmond, Kingston-upon-Thames, Sutton and Wimbledon



acting as major rail hubs
Overground, Southern, South West and Thameslink train services to key



terminals such as Kings Cross/St Pancras, Clapham Junction, London Bridge,
Victoria and Waterloo, as well as Gatwick Airport
•

Tramlink services throughout Croydon and Merton, with key interchange stations at
Croydon East, Croydon West and Wimbledon

•

Extensive bus services linking to the inner and outer Boroughs

•

Direct access to major trunk roads, Gatwick Airport and the motorway network, via
the M23 and M25

•

Proximity to international destinations and markets via Gatwick Airport

•

Access to London’s cycle superhighways and local routes
SLP – TfL Transport Connectivity

Source: TfL, 2017

6.95

East-west connectivity is less comprehensive and relies on multi-modal transit use to make
more complex journeys. This has been cited as a relative weakness of the SLP area,
particularly linked to difficulties experienced in travelling between the five Boroughs on an
east-west axis.
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Key Transport Projects
6.96

In addition, the SLP stands to benefit through transport infrastructure projects that are
either underway or proposed. This includes:
•

The extension of the Northern Line to Battersea and Nine Elms

•

The proposed extension of the Bakerloo Line to neighbouring Boroughs to the east

•

The development of a Crossrail 2 route and business case; existing proposals would
see the route serving Kingston, Merton, and Sutton

Opportunities and Possible Threats
6.97

SLP’s locational and connectivity strengths are a great asset to the local economy,
increasing its attractiveness to investors, businesses and the labour market. This provides a
compelling proposition from which to support Tech Sector businesses, which are
increasingly dynamic, fleet of foot and motivated by digital and physical connectivity.

6.98

Transport networks also provide excellent access to a wider labour market, which offer the
skills and aptitudes required by Tech Sector businesses. This includes a wider London
workforce and a working age population extending into neighbouring LEP areas, as far as
Brighton.

6.99

SLP’s accessibility is also a potential threat however, with access to Central London and
areas of significant growth, such as Stratford, being a draw for the local labour market. Out
commuting is therefore a significant risk, as skilled labour is attracted away from the SLP
area to the detriment of Tech Sector businesses.
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7. Growth Trajectory of the Tech Sector
7.1

As highlighted already within chapter 2, the UK is one of the most developed digital
economies in the world – the economy is supported by around £97 billion a year from
digital technology, and has levels of tech
investment which are two times higher than

’The digital economy is growing

any other European country (£6.8bn in

50% faster than the wider

2016) .

economy.’24

24

7.2

Digital technologies are an important
enabler of growth with strong scope to impact on all sectors of the economy. The significant
policy focus being placed on the Tech Sector both at the London level (the Mayor, LEAP
and GLA), and nationally (within the government’s Industrial Strategy), reflects the strong
expectations regarding the future potential of the sector.

7.3

Reflecting this, it is clear that the future competitiveness of the SLP economy will be strongly
influenced by tech and the extent to which it is successfully embedded within wider growth
agendas and sectors. Some of the main opportunities and threats in this respect are
considered below.

Current Sector Trends and Challenges
7.4

As the reach of digital technologies widens, businesses in virtually every sector are
beginning to use the internet and digital processes to cut the cost of purchasing, manage
supplier relationships, streamline logistics and inventory, plan production, and reach new
and existing customers more effectively.

7.5

Despite estimates that improving digital capabilities could unlock economic returns of up
to £19 billion25 for the UK’s SMEs, 23% of small businesses still do not possess sufficient
basic digital skills.26 As well as missing out on their share of the UK’s annual website sales
of £193 billion, these SMEs are forgoing opportunities to deliver better, more efficient
services to their customers.

24

Tech Nation Report, 2017

25

The Case for Universal Digitisation, Booz & Co and Go ON UK, November 2012

26

Go-on UK digital Index, in association with Accenture and Lloyds Bank
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7.6

Companies with access to better connectivity are better able to exploit higher value eCommerce solutions. They must also acquire the skills to understand the opportunities,
deploy solutions and implement management change. Given that 99.7% of the SLP area’s
business base is comprised of SMEs, the opportunity to improve basic digital skills, along
with a strong infrastructure base will be vital for progressing the economy’s growth and
competitiveness.

7.7

Despite the strong performance of the sector, talent supply remains the number one
challenge for the sector according to research undertaken by Tech Nation UK. Their
research found that over 50% of digital tech businesses highlighted a shortage of highly
skilled employees. In fact, nearly 25% described sourcing talent as a ‘major challenge’.

7.8

There are also wider political factors affecting the future of the sector and emanating from
the political uncertainty surrounding Brexit. This is particularly felt within the skills supply
of the sector, where 13% of jobs in the digital Tech Sector are currently filled by
international workers – a significantly higher proportion than that seen across the rest of
the economy (10%)15.

7.9

The rise of digital technology and the increasing nomadic and remote nature of work
facilitated by this has raised new questions around self-employment, which now accounts
for five million people – 15% of workers27. Alongside this, technology has facilitated the
formation and growth in the so called “gig economy28”, which has had far reaching,
disruptive implications on many different sectors. The increasing proportion of selfemployed workers and the rising proliferation of technology relating to the gig economy
is recognised by the Government who are currently undertaking an inquiry to fully
understand this growing trend and its implications29.

Moving Towards a Digital Society
7.10

Whilst ‘the digital revolution’ denotes a new wave of intelligent connected devices, the
digital economy instead encompasses a critical re-assessment of our living and working
spaces at the scale of city and the home. Intelligent environments, where data can flow to

27

ONS (2016) Trends in self-employment in the UK 2001-2015

28

The term “gig economy” is used to refer to a wide range of different types and models of work. A common feature of
many of these is a reliance on intermediary digital platforms or apps to connect self-employed workers with work.

29

House of Commons Work & Pensions Committee (2017) Self-employment and the gig economy
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and from users via the ‘Internet of Things’ will, if designed properly, create user experiences
of day-to-day life that are more efficient, sustainable and enjoyable.30
7.11

With a strong core digital economy, the SLP area is positioned to capitalise on the smart
society agenda. All sectors of the economy, from housing and transport to healthcare and
education, will need to exploit the opportunities presented by digital and mobile
technologies to ensure that growth is sustained and productivity across all sectors
improves.

7.12

Advancing the infiltration of digital technologies into the SLP economy will further enhance
the pull factors needed to attract new businesses and highly skilled individuals to locate in
the area.
Smarter Cities and High Streets

7.13

Digital technologies are being exploited to better link up services, operations and users in
urban settings. New technologies are being used to tackle issues such as management of
energy, water, transport and waste, while also being used to mitigate the challenges of
assisted living. Locally, there is an opportunity for intelligent transport systems to
significantly improve public transport services and help ease congestion hotspots; a factor
many businesses in the SLP area currently see as a barrier to growth.

7.14

Restoring the vibrancy of the UK’s high streets is also high on the political and economic
agenda, using technologies to ensure businesses are competitive, adaptive, convenient,
relevant and innovative. Further investment alongside the individual borough programmes
will be needed to provide local businesses with the tools needed to truly benefit from digital
services.
Smarter Health

7.15

The convergence of health care, digital media and mobile devices can massively improve
the way health and social care are delivered. Interconnected health systems can be
developed to aid health care professionals and empower patients to manage illnesses and
health risks, as well as promoting health and wellbeing. The global cost of healthcare is
expected to reach $21.5bn in 2018 from $2.4bn in 2013, a growth rate of almost 55% per
year. With the digitalisation of health care improving outcomes, minimising avoidable
service use and promoting patient independence, there is a significant opportunity for local

30

Designing the Digital Economy, A Report by the Design Council
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health care providers to embrace and benefit from technological advancement, so long as
they have the right tools, knowledge and infrastructure to do so.
Smarter Jobs
7.16

Digital technologies are opening up new areas of work with large data sets, machine
learning and other advances which are increasingly breaking down large problems, such as
driving a car into manageable challenges which can be modelled by computers. Human
activity and intelligence in perception, creativity and social interaction can be
complemented with digital technologies to enable a smart society to be established.

7.17

A combination of connected work devices, smart joined-up reporting systems and
intelligent sensors can result in an integrated, collaborative and more productive workplace.
Technology can also act as a democratiser, empowering employees at all levels with better
information.
Smarter Homes

7.18

A smart home is one that is equipped with a special connected platform enabling its
occupants to remotely control and program an array of automated home electronic
devices. The smart homes market was valued at $20.38 billion in 2014 and is estimated to
reach $58 billion by 2020.31 Fundamental trends have emerged to drive the acceptance of
smart homes, including the increased penetration of portable devices, strong support from
telecom and utility service providers, and the production of smart home devices by
appliance manufacturers.

7.19

The UK has recently launched a £1.2m research programme into the Hub of All Things (HAT)
technologies to allow individuals to trade their personal data for personalised products and
services. The project has the potential to place the UK at the heart of the next phase of the
digital evolution, with Birmingham City Council acting as a testbed for the new technology
by embarking on an 18-month £485,000 project to trial the HAT with volunteer households
and individuals.

31

Smart Homes Market, Trends and Forecasts to 2020
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The Enablers of a Smart Society
7.20

The UK is already on its way to becoming a smarter society yet there are key areas which
will need to be addressed to truly maximise the gains to be made from technology
advancement.
Digital Skills

7.21

As developments in digital technologies transform our society, the importance of basic
digital skills for individuals and organisations is increasing dramatically.

7.22

Without the skills to utilise digital technologies, individuals and organisations are being
held back from achieving their potential and cannot compete to their full potential in
technologically driven markets.

7.23

It has been estimated that 23% of the UK’s
SMEs lack even basic digital skills, with 50%

’The whole economy has become

having no website or online presence. This

digitised. Digital skills—the skills

is despite it being estimated that the

needed to interact with digital

annual social value for an individual of
getting online for the first time is £1,064,

technologies—are life skills,

rising to £3,568 for a more advanced or

necessary for most aspects of

business user. According to the 2014

life.’32

Lloyds Bank UK Business Digital Index,
produced in association with Accenture and Go ON UK, as many as 1.7 million high street
SMEs lack the digital understanding and capability to take advantage of this growth.
Hard and Soft Infrastructures
7.24

The rise of digital technologies is inevitably making increasing demands on our
infrastructure. Increasing public and private investment will be required to meet these
demands and to put in place an environment in which creativity and innovation can flourish.

SLP: Potential for Growth in the Tech Sector
7.25

To a certain extent, the future growth potential of the Tech Sector across the SLP area
reflects the growth aspirations and potential of the wider economy.

32

Select Committee report of the digital economy 2015
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7.26

The analysis below highlights the significant focus on growth and regeneration in all five of
the SLP areas, and the acknowledgement of tech within local strategy and policy.

Growth and Regeneration within the SLP Boroughs
7.27

All five of the SLP Boroughs have set out strong aspirations for regeneration, investment
and growth over the coming decades. The table below summarises the scale of these
aspirations and some of the most significant regeneration proposals.
Table 7.1 SLP Proposed Regeneration Projects & Growth Potential
Borough

Growth Targets*

Major Regeneration Projects
•

•
Croydon

Housing

target

(2015-20): 14,300
•

covering a large portion of the town centre
•

extensive retail, restaurant and leisure offer.

•

Kingston

Housing

•

Jobs target (2011-

319 residential units
•

Merton

•

Housing

Eden Walk – Proposals for a major mixed-use town
centre scheme, offering 380 homes, 35,000sqft of office

18): 13,000

•

The Old Post Office Site – Reactivating vacant land in the
town centre to provide 2,000sqm of retail and leisure and

target

(2015-20): 6,400

Ruskin Square – major mixed-use development, proving
1.2m sq. ft. of office space, 625 residential units and

Jobs target (201118): 25,000

•

Westfield – £1.4bn landmark commercial development

space and a retail/leisure offer.
target

•

Eastfields,

Ravensbury

and

High

Path

estate

(2015-20): 4,100

regeneration – plans to build 2,700 homes and deliver

Jobs target (2011-

800sqm of commercial space. -

18): 13,000
•
•
Richmond

Housing

•

apartments, along with retail units and improved station

target

(2015-20): 3,200
Jobs target (2011-

facilities and public realm.
•

Sutton

Housing

public realm and a town square.

target

(2015-20): 3,600
•

Jobs target (201118): 10,000

Twickenham Riverside – provision of residential and the
rejuvenation of the waterfront, providing improved

18): 12,000

•

Twickenham Station Development - delivery of 115 new

•

Sutton Point - £90m mixed use site delivering 332
residential units, hotel, office and retail space.

•

London Cancer Hub- will provide 265,000 sqm of world
leading cancer research and treatment facilities.

*Source: GLA London Plan (Growth Targets), Local Authority Websites & Planning Documents (Regeneration Projects)
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A Growing Policy Emphasis on Supporting Tech as an Enabler of
Growth
7.28

Alongside the significant growth and regeneration proposals outlined above, there is an
increasing emphasis on tech and a tech enabled society within local strategy and policy:
•

Croydon - the borough aspires to deliver a technology hub concept (now delivered
via the TMRW Hub), centred around allowing the Tech Sector to grow through open
and creative space combining business, incubation and a community33. Additionally,
the borough recognises that retaining existing ICT and professional businesses and
facilitating their future expansion is an essential part to the area’s business growth33.

•

Kingston – has an ambition to increase the provision of flexible office schemes for
small and medium sized units and allow this to develop the Borough’s enterprise
offer34. Alongside this, the Kingston Economic Analysis Study34 points out that
technology infrastructure that enables specialisation should be supported,
supplemented by the branding of locations and greater public investment.

•

Merton – set out a ten-year vision to establish East Merton and Raynes Park as one
of London’s most established advanced manufacturing locations, a large proportion
of which will specialise in aspects of green technologies. The borough has also set
out opportunities for intervention, in capitalising upon the local identity of the
Wimbledon Tennis Championships and developing more specific niche functions
locally; including sports science / technology and sports medicine35.

•

Richmond – recognises that the research and development of the borough will not
be driven by software services or banks as they tend to serve back office functions,
with the majority of R&D predicted to be driven by pure scientific businesses36. The
borough recognises the digital technology sector as an essential driver of skills
requirements, suggesting that the sector has far reaching implications on other
creative industries in the local economy.

33

Croydon Economic Development Plan 2013-2018

34

Kingston Economic Analysis Study: Final Report 2014

35

A New Future – An economic prospectus for Merton 2009

36

LB Richmond Local Economic Assessment 2010
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•

Sutton – commits to developing and boosting the green technologies in the
borough, where it will promote attracting businesses working in the green Tech
Sector37. Additionally, the borough recognises the need there is opportunities to
protect and develop start up spaces and incubators to foster collaboration and
attract a grow a pool of innovative work space operators38.

7.29

This existing policy recognition of the importance of a range of tech activities across the
economy, provides a strong platform on which to build for future growth.

Distinctiveness within a Competitive Environment
7.30

Despite the existing strengths and assets of the SLP area in terms of its tech economy and
assets, future growth potential will also be influenced by the wider competitive
environment.

7.31

As highlighted previously, tech is a policy focus at both across London and the UK; outside
of London, the development of the Tech Sector is an identified priority for many of the
English Local Enterprise Partnerships.

7.32

In this competitive context, it is important for local areas such as the SLP sub region to
develop tech strategies based on local distinctiveness and the needs of local places; while
it will not be realistic to expect all areas to compete to attract major tech employers or to
become the next tech cluster, a coherent Tech Sector strategy nonetheless has an important
role to play in support of wider aspirations for economic development and growth.

37

Opportunity Sutton – Unlocking Economic Growth

38

Sutton Town Centre Masterplan 2016
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8. SLP Tech Sector: Perspectives from the
Ground
8.1

In parallel with quantitative analysis, the study sought to capture on-the-ground
sentiments, through a comprehensive programme of stakeholder and business
consultation. The information gathered allows for a more granular level of understanding
of the emerging trends in the Tech Sector, for each borough and across the sub-region.

8.2

This consultation encompassed:
•

Business and stakeholder consultations by means of telephone and face-to-face
interviews with:


Borough business support organisations including FSB representatives and
the Chambers of Commerce



Tech meet-ups and networks



Workspace providers and start-up and established businesses in each
borough.

•

Strategic interviews with LEPs, Universities, colleges and key sub-regional and
regional organisations

•

•

Focus groups took place in:


Richmond (also attended the Richmond New Tech meet-up group)



Kingston (also attended a Chamber of Commerce breakfast)



Sutton

In Merton:


•

HackWimbledon meet-up attendees were interviewed

In Croydon:


Attended a Croydon Small Business Commission event



Attended a Digital Croydon meet-up



Met with Croydon Business Forum.
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Views on the Scale and Scope of the Sector
8.3

Mirroring the picture painted by the data, SLP has a number of larger, key Digital Techrelated businesses including PayPal, eBay, BAE Systems, Nikon and Sega Systems in
Richmond and Kingston. This extends to health (Bausch & Lomb and Alliance Health),
insurance (with a number centred around Croydon), publishing (Reed and Haymarket),
utility companies (EDF Energy) and Government departments (HMRC) using technology to
deliver their products and services.

8.4

Science and health businesses are particularly prevalent in Richmond, Croydon and Sutton,
such as the National Physical Laboratory, the Institute of Cancer Research and the Royal
Marsden in Richmond and Sutton as well as small health tech businesses.

8.5

Despite the number of registered smaller and start-up businesses in the SLP, it can be
difficult to locate tech businesses, particularly those that are more discrete in their
operation. It is possible that these are primarily home-based workers not engaged with
local business support organisations and networks or independent contractors for larger
businesses based outside the boroughs.

8.6

There is a perception that Croydon has an active and self-sufficient tech ecosystem. There
are emerging ecosystems across Kingston, Richmond, Wandsworth, Merton and Sutton
linked to the South West London Tech Cluster, with individual facilitators and tech meetups and maker/workspaces beginning to collaborate across borough and sub-regional
boundaries. Wimbletech in Merton also generates considerable activity.

Strengths and Weaknesses
Strengths
8.7

Consultations summarised the following strengths, based on the SLP Tech Sector offer:
•

That the general perception of the SLP area is positive, with good transport
connections, strong proximity to Central London and desirable suburban areas and
the availability of a large and skilled labour market all seen as primary benefits to
locating in SLP. The wider super region is viewed as a ‘tech powerhouse’ and SLP is
ideally located at the heart of this.

•

The presence of assets that support the Tech Sector specifically, including hubs,
workspaces, networks and access to knowledge and innovation infrastructure
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(including SINC and Kingston University). This extends to assets that are located in
adjacent LEP areas (i.e. C2C and EM3).
•

The view that SLP offers tangible and intangible benefits to tech businesses; the
former being aligned to factors such as more affordable office space, the latter
informed by a palpable on-the-ground momentum and a sense of sector ‘buzz’.

•

The identification of emerging ecosystems and the importance of existing grassroots
community-led interventions to the growth and development of the Digital Tech
sector across the SLP area.

•

The presence of co-working spaces across SLP, which enable collaboration and
community-led activities (with several more in the pipeline including a larger site at
The Exchange in Kingston and a new Enterprise Hub at RACC).

•

Evidence of innovation and collaboration amongst the local tech community with
individuals working together in formal and informal structures to deliver solutions
(e.g. starting a workspace, maker space or creating a network or meet-up).

•

That some tech start-ups have chosen to reduce their travel to work time by running
a business from home either in addition to a day job or as a lifestyle choice moving
from a city or central London job to setting up a business in SLP.

•

That tech businesses collaborate virtually with freelancers, employees or subcontractors across London, the UK, Europe and even Argentina and India, with the
SLP area offering a strong platform from which to trade internationally.

•

The existence of coding clubs in primary schools (i.e. in Merton and Croydon) and a
coder do-jo in Sutton supporting school children to develop their tech skills and to
broker meetings with local tech professionals and businesses.

Weaknesses
8.8

The following weaknesses were also identified through consultations:
•

Skills gaps and shortages hindering business growth, recruitment and limiting
economic opportunities for local people to work in SLP’s Tech Sector. Also, there are
challenges

associated

with

young

person

ambition,

the

availability

of

apprenticeships and endorsing vocational career pathways through careers advice.
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•

Employer concerns about the quality of recently-graduated university students that
lack technical abilities, as well as the necessary soft skills, with a preference to recruit
pre-university students or people with a few years’ work-based experience.

•

Patchy transport links, especially east-west connections across the sub-region, are
hindering business collaboration and stymying opportunities for sector growth.

•

Challenges associated with peer-to-peer interaction and engagement, such as the
‘meet-up’ platform, so as to identify suitable contacts and arrange gatherings.

•

Continued reductions in funding for business support, such as the Chambers of
Commerce, impacting on the availability of mentoring, signposting and connections
within the business community.

•

High housing costs stopping young people remaining or relocating to the area, with
other parts of London perceived as more ‘fun’ and cutting edge, impacting on the
availability of new talent for the Tech Sector.

•

General concerns regarding the retention of graduates within the SLP area,
particularly from Kingston University.

•

A lack of affordable and sufficient office space across London and the SLP area has
displaced small businesses outside the boroughs.

•

Individuals starting tech businesses lack the experience and skills needed to develop
a sales pipeline and promote their business, as well as knowledge about how best
to access finance and scale for growth.

Competitive Positioning
8.9

Opportunities for SLP to strengthen its competitive advantages were also observed:
•

The central location of SLP sub-region between other key Tech Sector geographies
is seen as a particular strength. A positive attribute that should also be highlighted
is SLP’s adjoining proximity to Tech City (Shoreditch), the Coast to Capital subregion, including Brighton and Gatwick and EM3 LEP.

•

The lifestyle offer, quality of green space and the built environment, as well as the
proximity and ease of access to Central London, Surrey, the rest of the country and
overseas via Gatwick and Heathrow Airports.

•

There is a sense that the highly-educated local workforce and strengths of other
sectors in the SLP area should be promoted alongside the Tech Sector. This includes
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key science tech employers (e.g. NPL) and emerging health tech projects and startups to retain existing and attract new science tech businesses into the sub-region
prior to the London Cancer Hub being in the late 2020s.
•

There is a significant opportunity to capitalise on Kingston University as a subregional asset and provider and educator of future talent and start-ups. The
University has significant ambitions to become digitised, establish stronger
employer links, develop its curriculum and retain graduates within the SLP area.

•

There are opportunities to better promote the network of co-working and maker
spaces across the boroughs including forthcoming larger projects such as The
Exchange in Kingston.

•

The evolution of Croydon as a tech hub should serve as an example of what can be
achieved organically, with minimal public-sector support. This approach should be
mimicked across the SLP area to draw Tech Sector businesses to the area.

Future Opportunities
8.10

The future success of the Tech Sector across the SLP area is expected to be driven by:
•

Collaboration with neighbouring boroughs (Hounslow), sub-regions (West London)
and LEPs. Coast to Capital LEP are encouraged about opportunities to work with SLP
strengthen links with Croydon and the Gatwick Diamond and Wired Sussex in
Brighton. There is some flow from and links with Old Street/Silicon Roundabout as
well as DigiTech Wandsworth to the SLP area.

•

Scope to more effectively facilitate and enable science or health tech businesses to
cross-pollinate with the tech and wider community both within their own boroughs
and across the sub-region. NPL in Richmond is keen to support and are willing to
explore viability for the provision of a science tech incubator space.

•

Boroughs capitalising on their empty office or underutilised public-sector spaces by
providing ‘meanwhile’ or ‘permanent’ co-working spaces which will help to retain
businesses in the borough as well as to foster informal collaboration.

•

Increasing and sustaining the number of grassroots-level activities within the sector
by removing barriers, celebrating facilitators and providing small grants.

•

Further engagement with people who work from home or in silos, enabling
opportunities for the local tech community to share learning and collaborate will
help accelerate their growth.
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•

The education system developing digital skills to stay abreast of technology and
support students to develop. Also encouraging tech experts to offer their experience
to schools, colleges and universities by making it easier for them to give their time.

•

Encouraging ‘digital skills for all’ by enabling more adult hack, coding and
community-led tech and STEM events and activities which create opportunities for
individuals to learn new skills that will be required across all sectors and walks of life.

•

Increasing vocational training and employment opportunities, via internships and
apprenticeships (including degree apprenticeships) to bridge skills gaps/shortages.

•

Improved signposting and promotion of assets, networks, meet-ups and events and
use other virtual platforms to promote these and local businesses.

•

Local Councils/public sector organisations establishing a local fund to support
business looking to grow to the next stage (similar to the model offered by large
businesses at the TMRW Hub).

Sector Aspirations and Needs
8.11

Aspirations for the sector are high and include additional provision through:
•

A directory or online platform that promotes the business support and assets in the
area, i.e. networks, workspaces, skills providers, etc.

•

Business support that focuses on running a business, the sales pipeline, marketing,
cash flow management, tax, scaling for growth as well as help to find the right
business services companies.

•

Enhanced support to deconstruct funding sources for business growth as well as to
match to venture capitalists and business angels whether they are based in London
or encouraged to visit the boroughs.

•

The creation of a facilitator or connector between businesses (a ‘Digital Tsar’), SLP
councils, co-working spaces, workspace providers, skills providers, meet-ups and
networks within and across the sub-region.

•

Ensuring the area has blanket coverage of high speed internet is fundamental to
having a compelling offer to prospective tech businesses. Innovative investment
models and commercial partnerships should be developed to accelerate the rollout
of ultrafast capable fibre broadband and 5G.
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•

A facility that allowed for collaboration between tech businesses but also provided
a means by which people could live around their work. This could be focused around
a ‘hive’ concept and see co-working facilities provided alongside crèche facilities,
child care and residential offers.

•

There are opportunities for education and skills providers to ensure they are
responsive and adaptive to the fast-paced changing requirements of local tech
businesses and of digital skills provision generally.

•

A greater focus on the provision of transferable skills and on improving careers
guidance to showcase Tech Sector and STEM subjects in action.
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Appendix A - Local Tech Sector Strengths
A.1

Headline statistics on the size and performance in the Tech Sector in each of the five
Boroughs are provided overleaf.

1
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Focus on…Croydon
Table A.1 Croydon- Profile of the Tech Sector
Croydon
Digital Tech
Business
2016

Employment
2015

Number

SLP

Wider Science & Tech

Digital Tech

London

Wider Science & Tech

Digital Tech

Wider Science & Tech

1,695

3,370

6,490

13,940

49,190

115,570

%

11%

22%

11%

23%

9%

22%

LQ

1.2

1.0

1.2

1.1

1.0

1.0

4,520

18,650

16,940

75,430

239,680

1,020,350

%

4%

16%

4%

17%

5%

20%

LQ

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.0

Number

Table A.2 Croydon- Recent Performance of the Tech Sector
Croydon
Digital Tech

SLP

Wider Science & Tech

Digital Tech

London

Wider Science & Tech

Digital Tech

Wider Science & Tech

Business Change

Number

+600

+1,250

+2,040

+4,500

+18,505

+41,095

(2011-2016)

% change

+55%

+59%

+46%

+48%

+60%

+55%

Employment

Number

-60

+1,370

-60

+10,120

+42,360

+174,460

Change (2010-15)

% change

-1%

+8%

0%

+16%

+22%

+21%

Source: All data from ONS UK Business Count and BRES
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Figure A.1 Croydon – Distribution of Digital Tech Businesses

Source: Regeneris based on Duedil
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Focus on…Merton
Table A.3 Merton- Profile of the Tech Sector
Merton
Digital Tech
Number
Business 2016

Wider Science & Tech

Digital Tech

London

Wider Science & Tech

Digital Tech

Wider Science & Tech

1,320

2,720

6,490

13,940

49,190

115,570

%

11%

23%

11%

23%

9%

22%

LQ

1.2

1.0

1.2

1.1

1.0

1.0

3,100

10,670

16,940

75,430

239,680

1,020,350

%

4%

13%

4%

17%

5%

20%

LQ

0.8

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.0

Number
Employment 2015

SLP

Table A.4 Merton- Recent Performance of the Tech Sector
Merton
Digital Tech

SLP

Wider Science &

Digital Tech

Tech
Business Change

Number

(11-2016)

London

Wider Science &

Digital Tech

Wider Science & Tech

Tech

+480

+990

+2,040

+4,500

+18,505

+41,095

% change

57%

57%

+46%

+48%

+60%

55%

Employment

Number

+25

+2,070

-60

+10,120

+42,360

+174,460

Change (10-15)

% change

+1%

+24%

0%

+16%

+22%

+21%

Source: All data from ONS UK Business Count and BRES
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Figure A.2 Merton – Distribution of Digital Tech Businesses

Source: Regeneris based on Duedil
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Focus on…Richmond
Table A.5 Richmond- Profile of the Tech Sector
Richmond
Digital Tech
Number
Business 2016

Wider Science & Tech

Digital Tech

London

Wider Science & Tech

Digital Tech

Wider Science & Tech

1,460

3,730

6,490

13,940

49,190

115,570

%

10%

27%

11%

23%

9%

22%

LQ

1.1

1.2

1.2

1.1

1.0

1.0

4,360

16,450

16,940

75,430

239,680

1,020,350

%

5%

20%

4%

17%

5%

20%

LQ

1.1

1.0

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.0

Number
Employment 2015

SLP

Table A.6 Richmond- Recent Performance of the Tech Sector
Richmond

SLP

London

Digital

Wider Science &

Digital

Wider Science &

Digital

Wider Science &

Tech

Tech

Tech

Tech

Tech

Tech

Business Change

Number

+310

+880

+2,040

+4,500

+18,505

+41,095

(2011-2016)

% change

+26%

+31%

+46%

+48%

60%

55%

Employment Change

Number

+100

+1,900

-60

+10,120

+42,360

+174,460

(2010-15)

% change

+2%

+13%

0%

+16%

+22%

+21%

Source: All data from ONS UK Business Count and BRES
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Figure A.3 Richmond – Distribution of Digital Tech Businesses

Source: Regeneris based on Duedil
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Focus on…Kingston
Table A.7 Kingston- Profile of the Tech Sector
Kingston
Digital Tech
Number
Business 2016

Wider Science & Tech

Digital Tech

London

Wider Science & Tech

Digital Tech

Wider Science & Tech

1,080

2,260

6,490

13,940

49,190

115,570

12%

24%

11%

23%

9%

22%

1.3

1.1

1.2

1.1

1.0

1.0

3,030

15,510

16,940

75,430

239,680

1,020,350

%

4%

19%

4%

17%

5%

20%

LQ

0.8

0.9

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.0

%
LQ
Number

Employment 2015

SLP

Table A.8 Kingston- Recent Performance of the Tech Sector
Kingston

SLP

London

Digital

Wider Science &

Digital

Wider Science &

Digital

Wider Science &

Tech

Tech

Tech

Tech

Tech

Tech

Business Change

Number

+260

+680

+2,040

+4,500

+18,505

+41,095

(2011-2016)

% change

+32%

+43%

+46%

+48%

60%

55%

Employment Change

Number

-460

+2,600

-60

+10,120

+42,360

+174,460

(2010-15)

% change

-13%

+20%

0%

+16%

+22%

+21%

Source: All data from ONS UK Business Count and BRES
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Figure A.4 Kingston – Distribution of Digital Tech Businesses

Source: Regeneris based on Duedil
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Focus on…Sutton
Table A.9 Sutton- Profile of the Tech Sector
Sutton
Digital Tech
Business 2016

Wider Science & Tech

Digital Tech

London

Wider Science & Tech

Digital Tech

Wider Science & Tech

Number

940

1,870

6,490

13,940

49,190

115,570

%

11%

22%

11%

23%

9%

22%

1.2

1.0

1.2

1.1

1.0

1.0

1,930

14,140

16,940

75,430

239,680

1,020,350

%

3%

20%

4%

17%

5%

20%

LQ

0.6

1.0

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.0

LQ
Number
Employment 2015

SLP

Table A.10 Sutton- Recent Performance of the Tech Sector
Sutton

SLP

London

Digital

Wider Science &

Digital

Wider Science &

Digital

Wider Science &

Tech

Tech

Tech

Tech

Tech

Tech

Business Change

Number

+400

+710

+2,040

+4,500

+18,505

+41,095

(2011-2016)

% change

+74%

+61%

+46%

+48%

60%

55%

Employment Change

Number

+340

+2,180

-60

+10,120

+42,360

+174,460

(2010-15)

% change

+21%

+18%

0%

+16%

+22%

+21%

Source: All data from ONS UK Business Count and BRES
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Figure A.5 Sutton – Distribution of Digital Tech Businesses

Source: Regeneris based on Duedil
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Appendix B - Sector Definitions
Table B.1 Tech Nation Definition
Code

Description

26200

Definition
This class includes the manufacture and/or
assembly of electronic computers, such as

Manufacture of computers and
peripheral equipment

mainframes, desktop computers, laptops and
computer servers; and computer peripheral
equipment, such as storage devices and
input/output devices (printers, monitors,
keyboards)

58210

Publishing of computer games

58290

publishing of computer games for all platforms
publishing of ready-made (non-customised)
software, including translation or adaptation of

Other software publishing

non-customised software for a particular market
on own account: operating systems, business and
other applications

61100

operating, maintaining or providing access to
Wired telecommunications

facilities for the transmission of voice, data, text,

activities

sound and video using a wired
telecommunications infrastructure

61200

operating, maintaining or providing access to
Wireless telecommunications

facilities for the transmission of voice, data, text,

activities

sound, and video using a wireless
telecommunications infrastructure

61300

operating, maintaining or providing access to
Satellite telecommunications

facilities for the transmission of voice, data, text,

activities

sound and video using a satellite
telecommunications infrastructure

61900

Other telecommunications
activities

62011

the development, production, supply and
documentation of ready-made interactive leisure
Ready-made interactive leisure

and entertainment software, such as games

and entertainment software

software, designed for publication by a different

development

enterprise. A key component part of the software
is audio-visual content with which the user
interacts. The software can be published across
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any format, such as games consoles, the internet
and mobile phones
62012

Business and domestic software

See 62011, with a focus on business and

development

domestic uses

62020

This class includes the planning and designing of
computer systems which integrate computer
Computer consultancy activities

hardware, software and communication
technologies. Services may include related users
training

62030

This class includes the provision of on-site
Computer facilities management

management and operation of clients' computer

activities

systems and/or data processing facilities, as well
as related support services

62090

Other information technology
and computer service activities

63110

This includes computer disaster recovery services,
installation (setting-up) of personal computer
and software installation services
Includes the provision of infrastructure for

Data processing, hosting and

hosting, data processing services and

related activities

specialized hosting activities such as: Web
hosting, streaming services, application hosting

63120

the operation of web sites that use a search
engine to generate and maintain extensive
databases of Internet addresses and content in
Web portals

an easily searchable format. Also includes the
operation of other websites that act as portals to
the Internet, such as media sites providing
periodically updated content

95110

Repair of computers and
peripheral equipment

This class includes the repair of electronic
equipment, such as computers and computing
machinery and peripheral equipment
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Table B.2 Sub Sector Groupings
Sub-Sector
Digital
Consulting

Tech Nation Grouping

Overview

Computer consultancy activities

Planning and design of

Computer facilities management activities

computer systems

Other information technology and
computer service activities

Software
Development

Ready-made interactive leisure and

Development, production,

entertainment software development

and supply of ready-made

Business and domestic software

interactive software

development

Telecommunica
tions

Wired telecommunications activities

Operating, maintaining or

Wireless telecommunications activities

providing access to facilities

Satellite telecommunications activities

for the transmission of voice,

Other telecommunications activities

data, text, sound, and video
using telecommunications
infrastructure

Manufacture of computers and peripheral

Includes the manufacture,

equipment

assembly and repair of

Repair of computers and peripheral

electronic computers

Hardware
Manufacturing

equipment
Data processing, hosting and related

Operation of web sites and

activities

search engines and provision

Web portals

of data hosting infrastructure

Publishing of computer games

Publishing of computer

Data Services

Digital
Publishing

games for all platforms and
publishing of ready-made
(non-customised) software
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